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ABSTRACT

KirkWbod Comunity College,'with an enrollment ot4,200 full-

tithe students, received FIPSE,funds to address the problems of

1) the lock step:nature of most of its:occuPational programs,

_2) an attrition rate of approximately 15 pel-cent, 3) once -e-year

placement of graduates,e4) employer and graduates' dissatisfaction

with the human relations and problem solving skills of our former.

students, and 5) insufficient utilization of the expertiSe of the:..

business and industrial community in the design and evaluation of

our occupational programs..

A program was developed with two major components that provided

means to address the problems: 1) the development of a competency-
,:

based curriculum in six vocational-technical career programs and

-2)- the-establishment-ofa developmental math and reading.yrogram to'

complement the competencyHbased curriculum.

The three-year project alleviated and in most cases solved four

of the five probleMs addressed. The only' problem seemingly not
of

affected by the project was the attrition rate of students. The

instructional and developmental programs were found enjoyable and

beneficial by students; placeme tand employer satisfaction with

graduates was, higher; business and industry became much more involved

in the educational 'process by helping identify job tasks and the .

role of advisory committees was increased.



A number of side effects occurred as a result of the project

`including: 1) the establishment of a competency-based education

(CBE) conversion plan,for the vocational-technical division,

'2) the creation of the Instructional DeveloPment Center, 3) in

creased interest in CBE in the Arts and Sciences and Community

Education divisions, and 4) the establishment of Kirkwood as a

leader in developmental programs in the state.

The project has implications for those interested in curricu-

lum development, instructional develdpment, vocational-technical

education and organizational change.



INTRODUCTION

Kirkwood Community College's three year (1975-1978) grant project,

Identification of Competencies and Implementation of Pilot Programs

to Realizc Goals in Vocational Education, supported by the Fund for

the ImprOvement of Postsecondary EduCation, FIPSE, Had two major com-

ponents: 1) to develop competency-based curriculum in six designated

vocational - technical programs and 2) to develop a developmental math

and reading program to complement the competency-based curriculum in

our open door institution:

It has been noted that pre"ient day education can be improved more

by tle systematic selection of what is taught rather than imprpving

how it is taught. Content is such a'vital element of any instructional

program that emphasis upon, curriculum is cruciat. The primary focus

of Kirkwood Community College's FIPSE project was to systematically

identify and develop competency-based curriculum for designated occu-

pational programs. The project was concerned with what content or

competencies are taught in. an occupational program.

There is often times confusion about various educational terms.

Competency-based.education (CBE) is no exception as there are varying

definitions and interpretations of CBE. The following is the defin-

ition including characteristics and components of competency-based

education established at Kirkwood:.

CoMpetency. Based Cducation is an approach (not an instructional

..>



strategy).:which focUses on student athievement of

significant tasks necessary to assure successful skills

o

for coping andichieving in the present and future

society. Primary emphasis is placed upon the outcomes

rather than time; on the exit requirements of an.instruc

tional program rather than the entrance requirenents;

and on the communication of specified learning outcomes

to the students prioeto learning.

Characteriatics,of,Competeney-Based Education

1.. Instructional strategies are available which permit, students
to develop the necessary knpwledge, attitudes, and skills for success -.
ful life roles.

2. Time is allowed to vary among students so achievement of dom-
petencies remains zonstant.

3. Greatest stress is placed on exit requirements, not on
entrance requirements.

4. Students are informed prior to the instruction of the compe-
tencies that they are expected to perform, together with the level
of performance and the conditions under which they are expected to
perform them.

5. Responsibility for demonsating competencies is with the
student.

),0*

Components of Competency-Based Education

1. Explicit statements of the competencies learners are to
acquire are identified and agreed upon.

2. There exist procedures for assessing the achievement of the
competencies.

3. Learning experiences are Specifically designed for the attain-
ment of the competencies.

This final report of Kirkwood's three year FIPSE grant project

2'



is- intended for use by individuals involved in curriculum deVelOpme

Competency-based education, and/or.developmental programs.

The project was known as and referred to (as it is in'this report)

as our "FIPSE prOjece. Throughout the three years many dedicated

individuals contributed to the, project,. We-would like to'thank them

because it was their efforts which contributed to the success of the

project. And special thanks to Larry F. Willis, Director of Career

Education, for his guidance.

.

3
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Project Location

The major scope of the. project encoTpassed vocat

programs at Kirkwood Community

Rapids, Iowa, s a pub kly4Sup

college serving the loWacounti

Johnson, Cedar and Washington,

,

counties which are.part of the

College. Kirkwood,.located in Cedar

ported, comprehensive community

es of Benton, Linn,

as well as portions

Jones,.

of adjacent

merged Area Teh% The total land area

square miles or 7.8% of Iowa.of the seven counties served is 4,408

- -The pOpulation of `Cedar Rapids, which
0

Iowa, is apprOximat ly115,000;

is the second largest city in
-

the population of Area Tep's service

area iS 330,000; and Kiltwood's enrollment

and 40,000, community education 'students.

is 4,200 fullt4r4 students

/
Kirkwood was founded in July,- 1966, as one of-15 pu6 cic omvpre-

hensiVe two,.year post-secondary institutions in .Iowa. -Communi,tY.

Colleges in

identifying

Iowa are charged by law with the respons ibilities of

the educational needs and desires of adult citizens and

of designing educational programswhich will help Clesa..citizensjul-
s

fill their goals.

As an open door institution, Kirkwood attracts a stodent body

quite diverse in, characteristics. For example, thirty-five percent

of our students report family, incomes under $7,500.. and 25% are, olden

than 34. A non-traditional student body demands non-traditional

prOgramming and Kirkwood, in its 12, years of operations since its

conception in 1966, has sought to meet the individualized' needs'of,

its students through the nrovision of a multiplicity of learning

opportunities.



A
-

Kirkwood is recognized. in the state and nation as having accom-
,

plished a host of academic and administrative innovations. Accomplish-:

ments include full accreditation by the North Central Association in

only three and one-half years, the largest adult education' program

in the state and the second largest vocational-technical program.

The, college is currently the prime sponsor of 113E, Title III, Dev-

eloping institiltIons consortium which provides techniCal assistance

to20 twb-year. colleges nationally hat these colleges

may better meet the goals and objectives ppn which they were_estab-

iishid and by which' they operate.:'

Through innovations such as the ones discussed above, Kirkwood

has demonstrated the effort required td4make institutional goals
a. 7

truly operation'al for a student body quite diverse in characteris

tics. It was in this spirit that the FIPSE project was a reflection

orKirkwood's commitment to the maximization of student success in

education.

0
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Problems Addresse

The two major grant components 1) to develop competency-based

curriculum in six designated vocation -technical programs and 2) to

develop a developmental math and reading program to complement the
,

competency-based curriculum in our fipen,door institution, resulted

from five generarareas of concer the college waned to address .

with-regard to its occupational preparatory programs in the vocation-

al-technical division.. These / ere: 1) the lock step nature of most

of our programs, 2,),an-attrition rate df'approximately 15 percent,

3 the placement of students in the work force from.a given program

only once each year, 4) employer and graduates' dissatisfaction with
) .

the human relations and problem solving ski.,11sof our fordier students,

and 5) insufficientdtilization'of the eXpertise\of the business

and industrial community in the desigri.and evaluation.of our occupa-

tional.programs.

1. Lock Step Nature of Our Programs: Typically students would

enroll, in most of our programs only once-each year. They would be- ,

gin and' end each quarter at-the,same time regardless of varying

skill or learning rates. White ,we. recognized that student; vary

widely in the work - :elated skills which they possess at the beginning

of, their program and in the speed which the' acquire the skills

needed to be successful employees, our educational programs would

notadequately.allow us to Thd,e,a' with this diversity.

2. Attrition Rate: Our studies indicatedthat in excess of

15t of those"students enrolling in our, programs. did not complete

therh:and that 'a majority of the-non-tompleters'hadiiasic.deficiencies'.

in reading and mathematics skills. Thus concurrent with the need

12



to deVeltop competency ased programs, would be the need to deter-

:.mine studen Sprevibus preparation or readiness for entry into

programs through pr -entry evaluation and the need to proVide clever"

,opmental-training in reading and Mathematics skills necessary to

succeed in the occupational training program. For the developmental

program to be successful, the materials would need to be highly

\

it

motivationalat a !level commensurate with the beginning skills of

students and compatible with the competency-based training program.
-,,

3. Placement
")

or Students: Due to the lock step nature bf our

programs studenI ts completing programs at Kirkwood typically would

\
\\ ,

dodo-once each year Consequently°the placement of our graduates.

,

\
,

'would note always coincide with the manpower needs of business,and

Lindustry which demands a continuous supply oftrained manpower \,

'throughout the year. Even though our placement of students in jobi,

.:for which they are prepared. exc.:eded 90%, we were not able to pro-

vide employers with the continuous supply of manpower which they need.
, -

4.: Employer-Graduate Concerns: Employers and graduatei had

expressed concern'with regard to the adequacy of portions of our

preparation programs, particularly problem solving and human re-

lations skills. Our follow-up studies indicated that the most fre-

quent cause of failure Or limited effectiveness on the job was in

effective hurhan relations skills of many of our graduates. While

technically competent in most areas, the application of these skills

to new situations seemed to be a problem for some former Kirkwood -,

4tudents.--Thereforeithbroughl_considera_tion_bf_humari relations and

problem solving .skil is-as basic competencies 'to be developed through

our educational'prOgrams'would.be an essential step, in improving the

13



prewation of stuoen.ts for work.

5. Utilization of the Expertise of the. Business and Indus-

'trial Community: To develop and maintain a curriculumhighly reflec-

tive of the needs of business and Industry we would need to streng7

then our relationshili-With these sectors in preparing people for

work. We have and continue to utilize advisory committees for each

occupational program offered at Kirkwood. Yet too often` our re-

lationship with these committees was casual and limited,in effect-

iveness. More effort would be given to providing-advisory committees

with better understanding of the educational process in order to

maximize their input into curriculum development and program eval-

uation. The contributions of the adviSory committees would be

essential to the identification of the work- related competencies

needed for successful employment.,

O

8
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Program Selection

The first step in the project was the selection of the six pro-

grams to,be involved in the CBE curriculum conversion. One program

from each of the six career clusters in the vocational-technical

division'Was selected on the recommendation of the department head

iri each cloter. The six programs specified to develop competency-

based curriculum were to serve as models for the other programs.

Various factors were influential in the, choice of the programs.

.Some programs. were chosen because of their desire for continued

improvement While others were selected because of the perceiq.,need

for fuhher analysis.

Ultimately the six Programs were divided into two groups, A and

Cke

B, with,the bray difference being the starting date--GrOup'Vbegah',

one year later.

The selected programs included:

Group A

1975-1978 Auto Collision Repair.
Environmental Health
Medical Assistant

Group B

1976-078 Ag Mechahict
DateProce'ssing
Office,Education

.1.5



Project Staffing

Since this was a complex curriculum change process, an inno-

vative staffing pattern was utilized throughout the project. When

faculty are teaching a full load, they do not have an adequate amount

of time to devote to extensive curriculum development. _Thus, in

order to capitalize on the faculty's content expertise, two faculty
fr

members in each program volunteered or were selected for 50% release

time to work on the grant as the subject matter experts.

In addition to the six vocational-technical faculty on release

time, the other members of, the project staff consisted initially of

a project directorhask analyst, an instructional developer, two

./i4F
developmental education specialists, an audio-visual Aechnkan, a

project secretary, staff,seCretaiy, and 15 man -days fOr,cOnsultants.

They.formed the body of the staff during the three years with some
. ,

modificatins years two and three.

The subject matter expert (faculty member) and the instructional

developer (the 'project director also did instructional development)

worked as a team. While faculty are current in their content areas,

they are not always familiar with or understand the curriculum/

instructional development process. It was the responsibitity_of the

instructional developer to provide direction in the instructional/

curti'culum development process.as well as coordinate the nUltifaceted,

activities involved in the project. The instructional developer also

assisted in providing in-stovice to faculty on CBE and other related areas.

The faculty member was responsible for the content of the devel-

oped-materials and worked with the instructional developer design-

ing the instructional materials. While the nucleus of the design;

%

10
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staff was the faculty member and the instructional developer, at

d"Terent stages of the project other key personnel became actively

lnv..lved with the team. These included library-resource specialists,

ed media technicians, and evaluation specialists.

By the end of the project, faculty/subject matter experts had

real ownership of the materials developed. This ownership of the

product has provided more stability for its implementation and util-

ization. Also, the faculty members now fully understand the instruc-

tional design process and can continue fo evaluate and refine instruc-

tional material on their own. At the same time, these faculty members.

have become change agents to assist their colleagues in instructional/

curriculum development.

The developmental component of the project approached the staffing

in a somewhat different manner. As there were no developmental math

.end reading specialists at Kirkwood'whenthe project began, two

specialists were hired for both their 'content and prOceSi

Thus the core of the developmental design team consisted primarily

of the developmental education specialiets.who were both ffmtentas:

well as.process expert's. At the end of the project,, they (as the

voc-tech instructors) becathe full time faculty utilitizing,,the meter-

ial they had developed.

It is critical to the success of a change project to identify

individuals.who are current in their content area, well respected by

their peers,,and not of trying something new and afferent.

They then become an in-house resource who will facilitate change by

impacting their prOgrams and their peer group. And even though the.

grant prpject has ended, this resource will continue to effect'in-,

4truCtional change



Description of Evaluation Methodology

Scope of Evaluation

The evaluation plan for the three year project covered both the

six instructional programs involved and developmental math and read-

i g programs-.--,

A number of factors were examined on a yearly basis to deter-

mine the effects of the curricula on students, faculty, and adminis-

tration. Both internal (project staff,_students, faculty involved,

department heads) evaluation and external (State Department of Pub-

lic Instruction team) evaluation were utilized to monitor the pro-

-ject, progress. The evaluation plan consisted of the following com-

Instructional Program

a. The effectiveness of the proCess and pro6edures in

terms of-implementing and conducting the curricula..

b. . The study of the competency-based curricuum devel-

oped through the grant and student,and

pressions..of

c. Effects .of competency-based'curriculuM and develov

mentalprogiams upon student enrollmeht reientionand

plaCement and,Oopemployer and student.satisfactidn

instructor im-

in the work place.

:,Developmental, Program.

a. A pre=post'test evaluation of s.tudent achievement.
.

b. A post student' attitude using the Osgood methodology.

c. The yearly percentages of
.
students enrolled in de4e1-

,opmental reading and wth.from vocational technical
,



u

Time Frame of Evaluation

Evaluation was done throughout the three year duration of the

project.

Students, advisory committees, the previous year's graduates

and their- employers -were evaluated-at-the end of each program!s-year.

Individual courses and videotapes utilized in the competency-based

curricula,. were evaluated on a quarterly basis.
1;

Analysis of the placement and'retention of students was con-

ducted'yearly as were the external evaluation by,the.State Depart-
. -

.

Mentoof Public Instruction team, Students -inthe devalOpmental

areas were evaluated quarterly.

A time line indicating.the various evaluation methodologies

conducted and at what points in the project they were performed can

be found in' Appendix A.

'13



In- Service
14

An importart..aspect of the FIPSE project was an active in- service

prOgramin both the curriculum and developmental programs, In order

to initiate dnd maintain.the change prOcessesIn-service programs

---were-develok and conducted -by-the -project-stefUOring-atl-three

years of the project:

The initial programs were primarily in-service for project staff

While yeart_two_anOnree were oriented to the-rest of:the,-college

We found that the in7service'effOrts' (though time consuming)
.

,

, .
.

.

..-:ere an effecove means to provide relevant and accurate-information
. .... . ..

that may not have been communicated. as well ln other-swaysto:the .'

diverse college personnei. Sessions were provided for departments,

programs; and"faculty college-wide utilizing.a variety of strategies.

9
7 .

Below are some Of the typical areas presented for the curriculum

deveopment component at various times throughout the three years.

*-- Developing CorilOetency-Based Education

* PrOO-ess_and, Procedures for Competency Identification
* ,..Competency Needs_Assessment Instruments
* Modularized IntruCtion--__.
* Individualized Instruction.-
* .Competency Record Form
* Curriculum/InstrUctiohel,Development 7

* Instructional Strategies

* Criterion Referehced Evaluation
Simulation and. Gaming

Developmental component sessions were as follows:

A. 01ientatioh toPersonal Achievement Services and determining

readability levels of textbooks.

B. Teaching Content Related Vocabulary.

C.- Comprehension,Sk-i-1-1-s= "Efficient -Read

.1

D. Two ten-hour courses were offered fOr the participants as

A follow-up tcLthe.1.1Efftcient.'Readrng" workshop. The courses were:



-designed.to:Melp.instruttors racttce the skills taught in the work-

shop and incorporate those sills in their own reading. and teaching.

E. ..Workshop on the Voc

Michigan.

tonal Reading Power Project of Pontiac,

F. In addition-tb_in-service sessions, numerous hours have been

spent working with individual instructors on textbook readability and

selection and direct application of workshop. ideas.

. .

G. At*Kirkwood's in-service day, two sectional presentations

were-made.to:acquaint,i,taff. members' with Personal AchieVeMent Reading

and to answer questions they had about it.` A videotape was used

that had been developediby learning center staff, showing readiret

students doing various reading activities.,

H. Orientation to PAD' for new staff and all .other,interested-

people including discussion of readalillity college level reading

skills, math, writing and study skills.; tutor' assistance and coun-
.

.

seling services: Some attention 'was given also to the psychological
_ . . .

implications of the poor reader entering post=secondary education.

I. A training session was presented entitled "Word Power in

Agriculture" to secretaries imagribusiness.' General vocabulary as

well as technical vocabulAry was discussed.

J. The outlying Kirkwood. learning center staffs were. provided:

orientation to FIPSE materials, which were distributed and-explained.

K. ,Four speed reading sessions mere offered for instructors for

cAlleM to increase their own reading speed and accuracy.

L. A six-sesSion.workshop "Reading Strategies for t(ie'Sensuous

ns ructors". was offered. 1ristsructorS_learna aboUi general-vocahu-

lary,.techptcal vocabulary, readability; previewing textbooks, text

selection, a guided reading practices.

15



CBE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENI PROJECT OBJECTIVES.

he ,curriculum development grant objectiyes in the initial pro-

posal which directly addressed the five major problems already ex-

plained will be discussed in this section. The discussion will

include the activities and outcomes relative to the objective, an

assessment of the objective, followed by our recommendation for others

based on our experiences.

It should'be poNtedout thateach.department or careerclUster

area involved in the project'managed to knead project objectives/

goals Into ,sh,,oes that they felt more comfortable with and were

reflective of their own biases.

It is also worth mentioning that those career areas that d:d

choose to deviate from project goals (and their deviation was only

done when goals are looked at in,..-strict ..ense---the competency

basing ortheir curriculum still provided a guiding star) did, in

6-
at least one case, formulate abroader development plan of longer

dur4iion than that encompasss in the'original FIPSE proposal. Thus,

though their achievements at theenckofthe'projedt.are.nOt'spectac-
,,

ular, the groundwork'layed for future development portends a. much

grander curriculum effort in the:immediate future.

1.: -; :-7



Obje6trile

TO-identifY-jOb/task and huMan "relationship competencies for success -.
.. .... ... - . . , .

ful.entry. into and adVandement within selected career fields.. SPec-.

. .

ifically, competency. identification will.occur_withig-one -prOgram in

-----7eaChOf-theSix career clusters at Kirkwood (business; data process-.

ing,-trades and industry, health occupations,.agricuZvure and envir-

onmental occupation education), with that Program then serving as a .

model for affecting curriculum change within other programs of the

...career 'cluster...,

A. Activities and Outcomes

As already, noted in the section's on. program Selection andpro-

ject sttffings, eaCh'tif.thesix,care0. clusters selectedtone'program

,

.in its career clusterfor the competency-based education curriculuM
, . .

. .. ,
.

. , .

conversion process 'with that FIPSE Sponsore programserving ts 0..

model for the other progams.

The project team-consisting of the faculty member/s on'release

time, and the instructional developer followed an

Model for, the competency identification. See Appendix B. for the

internally developed ,

.working modeL: This pOrtion of'the project required approXimately.

six months at the onset for each program and involved researching

and locating already existing information, writing and/or develop-

cOmpetencies with the assistance of instructional staff, advi'sbry

committees, and students and. finally. validating and sequencing the

objectives.

Each of the six programs'validated the Competenc-its re. sting'

to Ccupatioitl program utilizing a survey ''which was.conducted in

our Iowa regiori'where over 90% of Qui- graduat's exit and are employed.

after,completing their training-.

72 ras



The competencies were verified. by both employers and employees

employed in the field as to the importance of the .competency

fOrjob success andthe frequency which the competency is needed on

the job.

. --B.. Assessment

While this. activity seemed to be a rough and complex beginning

point for faculty who-Were not familiar with curriculum development.

and CompetenCY,based education, though this frustratibn was'elleviated

. assistance of the instructional deveioper;',ihe resulting infor

mation (validated competeniies) was the foundation for the remainder
n ,

'of the curriculum conversion. The initial research, actively involv-

ing advisory committee members, an in-service program for faculty

on CBE, resulted in a very intense and motivating (and frustrating

at timeS,.tco) 6eginning effort which remained the atmosphere for
- .

balance of the. project.

the

The initial- problem/ptoject identificeton of the individual

programs wasextremely,Crucial-,Since2ifaproblem would.have been

-diagnosed incorreCtlythe remainder Of'the work would. have not.'

solved the probleM. .01ir initial problem/project identification an&

formulation were basically'righton target.

C. Recommendations

The initiai start up research and orientaticniinservice time

:devoted toe project are often slighted whenpeople jump into a: .pro

ject without adequateProblerd/project identification and planning. .

'An'incOrrectenalysis because .of inadequate project r .search and def-.

inition at the-onset of a project will cost much more time and effort

in the long run. The projedt also needs a clear;conciseorientatiOn.
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program involving key:participants fromdecision makers to project .

workers whith establishes an interactive coMmunitation network for

the duration orthe projeCt.

A working model/plan needs to be developed, communicated, and

followed.
,

-When conducting competency surveys, do not write tompe-

tencies that are too specific--it.results ,in hundreds of competencies

to be validated. Work with computer personnel to compute results

of'survey: op scanning is a good method. Utilize advisory committees

for competency statements and assistance in survey distribution to

key people/industries in the community.

When final data is 4turnad, be sure f to develop a plan' to

utilize results,obtained that is both mean i fu l.. and workable.

Objective II

(.
,

.

.

.

TO convert the existing curriculum of the 'six identified programs

to 'a competency based format. A total of twenty-five credit hours

of instruction wiZZ be converted in 'each of the six programs.

A. Activities and'OutComes

Upon-identifying_and sequencing of the most important and fre-

-Auantly used competencies, the curriculum' conversion work was begun.

TolloWing the philosophy and diectionof the CBE definition est-

ablished at Kirkwood (see report, introduction), the competencies

were grouped into appropriate instructional areas. It was necessary

then to determine how students would develop the necessary specified'

.

.knowledge, attitude, or skill of the selected.competeney/outcome..

.--.--H.A___med_iaap_proach was selected. in conjunction with supportingalterna-
.

learnjng activities such that each student would progress in a

.sty% and at a rate which. was appropriate to him/her.

J



naracteristics of the occupation were considered as.were the strengths

and. resources of the institution.

In order to accomodate variable entry/exit. and advanced place-.'

ment, the competencies were developed into modules of instruction

Which-grouped'familiea.ofcohipetenciea Into units. The modules in

programs follOwed a similar formatwhich can be found in Appendl)c

In additionto the print oriented instruction, most programs devel,

'.ciped other supporting or alternative mediated instruction. Depend-

on the competency being taught, the media ranged from audio

capes, simOations to mock -ups or videotapes.

The development of both the print and mediated instruction irt-

.rplved both the content, apecialist/instructor and the instructional

, .

des ignee, Kirkwood ha s a. profes-5 Vona 1-and veey. talented educe t tonal'

.

media. department which greatly asaisted the .developing num-

erous color Videotapes either in the studio or on location (one de-

.

partment diA over 70 videotapes). Videotape-assisted instruction

was widely utilized in most of the FIPSE programs as the concept of

variable entry/e)cit goes very well with it. Kirkwood has closed cir-

cuit, cable TV throughout campus so the medium was widely. utilized.

Listed on the following page are the various departments and

the instructional materials developed at Kirkwood under FIPSE.

Purchased materials are not_incluee4d.

, -
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1.

COMPETENCY'BASED EDUCATION CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Group. A Programs (1975-1978) #Videotapes /Modules

'1. Auto Collision Repair 70, 31

2. EnvironMental Health 7 -11

Medical Assistant .49 47

roUp B Programt' (1976-1978) #Videotapes. #Modules

4. Agricultural Mechanics 9 15

5. Data Pocessing 3 8

6. Office Education 71 19

.

The order forms listing the'modules and videotapes of the meter-

.

0,.

ials being disseminated can be found-in- Appendix th Appendix. E

lists all the other videotapeASs-developed under FIPSE at Kirkwood.-

In addition to the print and media development/production, cri-
_

terion-referenced evaluation instruments were developed to assess

the student's mastery of the competency. These are included ig the

print modules.

All six programs converted approximately 25, credit hours of

instruction to competency based education. In fact, four of the six

(Environmental Health, Office Educatgh, Medical Assistant, and Auto

Collision) converted almost their entire programs and performed a

pilot year of testing.;

Agricultural Mechanics, thOugh not totally completing the con-

version process in two years time is continuing .to develop and has

impacted therntire Ageibusiness and Natural Resources Department

at Kirkwood (12 programs). The entire department is in the process

of converting to CBE.

Dk ata Processing made the least progress in the conversion. SeV-

eeal factors impinged.on this. situation. This program had the least

tuppori from its personnel as well as a major technological:upgrade
7,



in the hardware n the program which caused considerable

disruption.

On the other hand, Environmental Health did extensive reorgan-
.

ization of the entire program as did the Medical Assistant Program.

Office Education and Auto Collision. deserve honorable mention

for their outstanding work far above and beyond the project's'goals,.

B. Assessment.

Competency-based education is a.matter of'degree 'and;; n our

experience, quite a malleable concept. One might be able to draw

an analogy with. judo:" At our projeces_tilosing date one. of Our pro-

grams wore a green belt in cOffiaetency-based education while the

others wore brown, and a couple received black belts.

This objective was doubly iuccessful--not only did the desig-

nated programs develop competency based curricula but the enthus-

iasm generated during the project in what's normally considered a

dull area spilled over to other programs in the vocational-techni-
,

cal division as well as the Arts & Sciences and Community'Education

divisions. Though it must be noted there wasn't 100% support or

enthusiasm for the project in.all-areas either,.

What-i-s the cost effectiveness, of CBE? _From'our experienCe,

.

it does' not have to cost any more than yegular. instruction-,and it

may be more cost effective if.more students can be accomodated in

variable entry/exit class'es.-

C. Recommendations,

A systeffatic, instructional development model for the curricu-

lum conversion. should be followed to provide consistent direction

to the development team. The curriculum development terminology

needs_to be clearly defined and communicated (in our case.CBE) to

22
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all involved parties--and both the process and the design plan need

to be coordinated ih an effective in-service program.

A module format with examples as well as criterion referenced

evaluation procedures need to be well understood by the developer.

And, if,extensive media is planned, it is helpful to have the exper-

tise of talented educational media personnel.

s
Objective III

To pilot the revised curriculum for a period of one year.

A. Activities and Outcomes

The piloting of thi curricula in the six programs reqUired that

we ask a number of.questions"about its operation for revision pur-:

poSes.. These questions included "What are student'and faCulty

attitudes toward the competency-based curriculum?"; "What are the

effects of a competency -based curriculum and the developmental pro--

grams on student enrollment, retention and placement?", "Are-students

and their employers happy with the reSd4lts of the education received'

once they are on the job?", "Does this curriculum generate increased

involvement of industry representatives in the form of advisory com- %

,mittees?", "How satisfied,with the training received are graduates,

of a competency-baseecurriculum when compared with graduates prior

to the implementation of such a curriculum?"

InterViews,,data from the Admissions and Registrar's Office,

and external site visits by the ,Iowa Department of Public Instruc-
.

tionAAppendix-P), allcontributed. informet on. to answer tnese ques"

.tions. A numberr-of survey instruments-were also utilized (see. Appen-

dix including;

Advisory Committee Questionaire

23
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Student .COurse Survey

Student Attitude Survey

One-Year.Graduate Survey

Employers of One-Year Graduates Survey

Five-Year Graduates Survey

Videotape Evaluation

.SPOT(Student Perception on Teaching),

The developmental programs also evaluated their effectiveness

utilizing a pre -post test assessment of student attitudes toward

reading or math and a post attitUdeassessment using the Osgood

system.

Major findings of our analysis were:

a. No .significant percentages of students were dissatisfied

nth the competency-based curricula. Generally they felt it was

easy to understand their materials, it was, organized; and they un'der-

stood what was required of them. The only area that came out con-
. =,

sistently lower than other areas, on attitude surveys was program

creativity. Since all programs developed a series of: modules that

were f rmated similarly this criticism could be exOected. Instruc-

tors gineeally felt that they were better organized and more bene-

ficial to more students using competency-based instruction,

b. Student enrollments remained unaffected in all programs by

the, competehcy-based curriculum.
...

c:I'Retention in the CoMpetency-based programs followed the

same nokedive Winter quarter that alt. programs at Kirkwood do.

.d. PlaCeMenCwas very high in-the six competency-based:programs
..,..

(see Figure 1) on the fOlAvaing page.

21e
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PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES

Program
75-76.

Graduates Placed. Graduates Placed'

Data Processing 96 30 61 46

Environmental Health 15 '9 16 7

Agriculture Mechanics' 20 20 19 12

Auto Collision Repair 18 16. 23 22

Office Education 62 62 61 61

Medical Assistant. 38 38 38 34

Figure 1

. Graduates and employers both were quite happy with their

skills once in the work forde.

f. Advisory committees played a somewhat larger role and, felt

somewhat more involved than,previously.

g. There Was a noticeable improvement in the worth of the

etraining received by one-year graduates '(under competency-based

instruction) when compared to five-year graduates es:MeasUredby
:..

attitude surveys.. However, on small number.-of. surveys were,re-
,

turned by both groups.

B.. Assessment ,

It is apparent that the FIPSE intervention had little effect on

student enrollments and retention. The former result may be because

community college students do not enroll in a program primarily for

its curriculum organization, methods of instruction, etc., but

rather for the employment outlook of that occupation. The problem

of retention has long been dependent on seasonal changes it Kirkwood.

This stop-out phenomenon* was not halted.by the CBE curricula,

StUdents who temporarily quit college but return toyhigher educa-

tionat a later.date:

29.



APparently, at least in our experience, a more responsive and future-

role oriented curriculum has little short term effect on student re-

tention.

Most of our assessment results were attitudinal and thus con-

fined to impressions of,the curricula by the various parties. No

real comparison was made of student achievements under CBE as 60m-

pared to the prior program curriculum, nor was a comparison of skills

and Knowledge taught prior to task analysis made with the skills that
ft

resulted from that procedure in each curriculum.

Several faculty did remark that they found that more students

utilizing the CBE curriculum were mastering the material at higher

levels of achievement than with the traditional curriculum.
4,

C. Recommendations

In order to insure a viable assessment plan a-fairly detailed

timeline-should be devised ,early in the project and agreements to

.

adhere_ to it should be sought-from all persons assigned to the pro-
.

ject. While we dicr:devise a plait for assessment, we did not always
, . .. .

'';receive prompt cooperation 'ran fulfilling its requirements.

Once assessment information is received some sort of process

for making decisions and revising the curricula should-be developed.

A planned session for program review using assessment data for de

cision making aftereach assessment period might be a solution.

Another helpful solution Would be to seek support for revision

efforts from the central adminstration.

enough in, requesting some light, presiure

it may have done some good. .

,e.

26
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ObjectiVe fV

To develop a competency based testing program within each of the six

identified programs which will be utilized in permitting students to

"test out" of any number of instructional units within the program.

A..> Activities and Outcome,;
. g

The.competency-based testing, program in the six programs-consisted

mainly of'pre-test options for each unit developed. Depending upon
.

.

, .

.

pre-test-performance, students could skip any number of units and

advance to a point in'the curriculum that provided them with more

of a challenge. For the most part units wei-e developed using this

plan. Pretests were based on the performancesto be demonstrated by

students at the completion of a unit. in.appficatton, on y Office'

-

'Education ,hat been able.to truly utilize the pretest option to any

1 , .

--extent.-- This-was-because it- wai-the only:_program.that emer enrolled

students with enough prick.knowledge to test out. While the other

programs did provide theoptiOm, the incidence of students with;-prior

knowledge in sax, Data Processing or Environmental Health has been'

;'small..

S.. Assessment.

4 -

This procedure proved particularly beneficial with the Office-
.

'Education program. Many of th,ls program's students had training in

high school in.typing or shorthand and were able to test out of basic

. .

skill 'areas lrrthese Subjects. The saw: situation was trup
r
for-Ag-

.

.

a

ricultUre:Mechanids,where many students live and work on.f.drms. Such
fa.

students_needed'and appreciated.an option to tett.out-On.basic power,

unit operation skills (tractor, pick-up trucks, etc.) and other

basic mechanical areas,. On the other hand, Auto Collision Repair

27
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enrolls very few students ever experienced in even the most rudimen-

tary skills of this trade. Even if seldom used, as in Auto Collision

Repair, the pretest option provides a powerful image-enhancer and

motivator to students having skills in a particular field. Logi
,

cally, it would seem that the economic incentives-less tuition to

parand earlier entry into the wurk force--would provide a great deal

of motivation to potential students mho are hesitant about enrolling

because they'Al have to study-ibaterial they:already know simply to

fulfill credit requirements.

t

One problem that existed was the erratic-potIcy_applied to-thl's
; - .

ro-eirdiTeii:.Every department or program had a dtfetent way of.hand--

ling the test -out provision. In some cases a.situdent wouldidvance

Several units, finiAh early, and begin the next quarter's material.

In other cases'.aitudent would test out-and go to a more advanced

unit inthe same subject and ihus..be,bounded by the same timeYCon-.

- .straints as other students. In still other situations the:student

was. awarded "L" credit (Learning credits--based on the number 'of

units or courses passed) and wasn't required to come to class until

.ihe'unii.he/she was ready for began, or the student continued to

1vork;. finished earlyi,' and didn't-have to come to ,class until

next quarter.

C. Recommendations

If a school is going to implement a test-out program, it would

probably work better if it were somewhat standardized in its opera-
,

tion. ,Certainty each,program should be allowed flexibility based

on its physical resources, number of materials and students, types

of instructors, etc.; but some policy for awarding credit, charg-

ing fees fot-the credit iwarded, etc.,.should be devised. By doing

28 34,
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so, the public, the staff and the students can be made
\

waare of the
N

test-out program and what it means. In retrospect we wonder how\

,

many students were not aware of the test-oyt provision that may'have

benefi ted.

_:A related matter is the increased enrollments that might be

. ,
generated by publicizing a test out program. .We did not publicize

it and may not have reached potential students because of this fact.

Another problem that should be dealt with is,providing a time

period and facility for,allowing student test-outs. Because qther

students are usually using the space and/or equipment needed and the

instructor has duties to perform, it makes-it difficult to provide

test-outs. We suggest setting aside a definite time and place on

a 'schedule monthly, weekly,\etc,) for-student test-outs.

1

Objective V

To utilize the six career cluster advisory committees representing

.both labor and manageMent from' the' and industrial sector,
,

. .

1

,:,

1.;previOus graduates, larkwood'svocational-technical programs and
4.,?..

i

.4'

members. of accrediting boards. The'career &luster adVisory.commit.7

tees will reportdireCtlito.top level College administration.

A. Activities and.Outcomes fi ..,

Adsiisory coMmittes were utilized in all six vocationaliechniCal.

..programs tOestiSt in'the writing'end refining of the competencies;_,

distributing and validating the competencies,. and making suggestions.,

regarding the programsfl curriculum in light'ofthe InfOrmatIon gained

from,the competency surveys. The Oirector,of Career Education attended

all the advisory committee meetings.



B. Assessment

Prior to the F1PSE project, the involvement of. representatives
.

from bUsiness and industry in vocational programs had been. utilized

at Kirkwood. As a result of the project, the advisory. committee's --,...

involvement was maintained and strengthened in all the FIPSE,spon-

sored programS. In all the programs,.the committees assisted Kirk-
P,

wood in the programs' development.

. Recommendations

Involve and utilize the expertise of advisory committees. early

in the project as theY'provide valuable assistance.,

1
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DEVELOPMENTAL MATH & READING COMPONENT

When the FIPSE proposal was written, there wa-considerable con-

cern at. Kirkwood about the need for a developmental center. -Given

the open door policy of the.community college, many students enroll

who are less than adequately prepared in the basic skills.. These

students often find theMselves unable to perform satiSfactorily in

either arts and science or vocational classes, and often leave school

without completing their program, turning the open doCir into a re-

volving door.

It was clear that many students needed betty basic skills p.

stay in school. Those ski.11s were initially defined as reading,

Welting and matheMatics.

To assist in the aquisition of these skills instructional mat-
-.

erials were necessary. Upon'searching for adult and vocationally

related material, it was found that.feW good materials were avail-
,-

able to teach adult basic skills, and even fewer were available

that related to the vocational interest areas of. adults.

o"The reading problem, in the United States has reached

crisis proportions. Statistics indicate that one of--z,

every four studentsfhas a serious reading defiCiency

and one of every three job holders has a reading defi-

ciency serious enough to deny them advancement. A sim-

ilar situation exists inIthe mathematics and writing

competency areas.. Specific studies on attrition and
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N
Ntestrestats froC all Iowa area'schools substantiated'

the nee-d7f9r improving these. skill area's. Dodumentation::

for need adult 'oriented. curriculum ' materials has

been identified ." (DPI Dispatch, January 1976)

Objective A

develop and pilot a multi -level variable entry exit developmental

Pr°grarn.

A.
,;

Acttvitie§ and 0 tcomes

The Personal AchieVeme'ni Department:ptovides one-to7one.or sMall.

Droup instruction in reading, writing, mathemattcs and study skills.

Since its establishment in 1575, the department has served 'nearly

1,000 students'. The department has a variable etry/exiX policy,,

students may start anytime (as longas there's /room), and need not

wait until the beginning of 'a quarter to begin instruction.

Onte the assessment.process takes place,' students and instruc7

tors set short and. long term goals toward which they work, Upon.

exit from the center,,students' progres is assessed by the use of.

post ',tests.

The developed vocational materials are used jh conjunction with

commercially produced materials.to help prOvile structured, adult-
.

related instruction in the learning center.

MATH: Seven math packets were developed, One packet teaches

the.concept and application of- pertentage computation. The other

six packets are related to Ile six vocational areas, of agriculture,

A

auto repair, business, data' processing, environmental health, and

health occupations.. They cover the mathematical competencies of

numeration, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,



. .

_

fractions, decimals; ratio and proportion, Percent, poblem
,,

solv-
- - 1

:ing, graphs. and charts and measurement, Unlike, the reading mater-

ials, the math materials do not provide learning.stray.tgies. -They

act as.a pool or bank of vocationally related problems and exercises

in basic mathematics.

READ NG: Redding materials were developed to relate to the

six voca ;oral areas of agriculture, auto repair, business, data

processi g, environmental health, and health occupations. Fdr each

area a acket or "workbook" of approximately 30 pages was developed'

to tea h ttie following reading skills:

Learning Word Parts - roots, prefixes, suffixes, and compound
wards

Clues to Word Meaning - using the context .

Finding Exact Meanings - using the diCtionary,and glossaries

Mastering Technical Vocabulary way to remember and use tech:-
nical vocabulary

dditionally, a packet on Reading.a Manual and Fallowing, arectiops:

was dwieloped fo? agriculture, and a packet on Inference was dev"

eloped for data processing.

Each packet contains from five to ten small,objectives involved.
Te

in the larger skill covered. fiy that packet. Students complete small,

step by step, tasks to gain competency in the overall reading skills.

Each packet has a pre/post test to assess studentt entry

skill t and improvements, and an answer key.

The development of the reading and.math materials took placd

in the first two years of the FIPSE grant. They strive to teach

basic skills, to adults through high motivation, clear o5§afti2ation,

and relevancy to the adults lives. To.our knowledge no other mat
.

erials exist that are thus vocationally related.

.,.



The developmental instructional philosophy fs'that instruc- .

tors deal with whole students rather than fragmentS,of students.. One

cannot just deal with .a reading or math problem because students bring

whole selves to the academic tasks. The in -hoLse full-time counselor

coordinates with instructors to work with studehts on assessment,
-

orientation, goal setting and decision making.

. ),

8.H.AsssSment

it would appear.that the, developmental component; of the FIRSE

project was successful froM several points of view. There is evi-
,

dence, especially in math, that the academic instruction, provided

by the lab dldhelp people. be suPcessful and stay at the institution.,

Help, in 'both math and reading seemed.to.provide.motivationJorstU-
..

dents to pontinue their.programs.

1 ,

-,But it is theleeling of'ihe Center's staff that more than the

academic offerings. of the lab, the'attitudecand approach toward the

students, and the environment of the learning center helpeckstudents-

..stay in their' programs. While many.learning centers, for the sake
,

of efficiency, are turning-more'ancrmore to a self-paced, stir-taught .

,

format (students pick up the day'.5 assignment from asecretary, go

find the
.
materialstressedand work on their own), Kirkwood' center stressed

. .

student/teacher interaction. on a one -to -one or small group basis.

By dealing with the Ihole student in a personalited manner, the staff

provided tremendous psychological suRport and structure for students

whb might well have left school without it.' -

, There is no doubt that this indiviOalized delivery system is

not efficient: It is expensive and it limits the number of students

who can be served. .'But it provides what this staff feels is a very

4



...significant'service that helps studentsexperience'successful college

.17

litedadte of-the.:expense it may be advisable to explore the

possibility of.lab fees to offset the cost of learning center insttuc,-

tion.

C. Recommendations'

Support for learning,centers must come from all quarters if the

A

centers are to survive. First of all, the faculty must support the

concept of developmental education. Their attitude must be that such

a service best serves their students.

Sdch faculty support would imply an on-going in-service program

to help faculty deal with basic skills problems in their own class-.

rooms. In-service will also open the channels of communications so

that.goOd coordination of effort may take Place.betweengeneral.

faculty and learning center staff:, 1n-service will also assure that

neWfacultY members are made aware of the'service Ofthe center.'

Support must come from. the registrar's office if fleXible'entry/

exit is to takelace: This requires coordinitIon and cooperation

on the part of all concerned.

'Institutional and state support must also exist in the form of

transferable_credit granted. for certain learning center
/

courseS. If

the institution 'does not apply learning center courses to the Com7,

pleitO( ri-of its programs, iiudents and faculty mill. doubt the worth

and credibility of the center.

A .learning.center, without unlimited staff,mUst define the pop-

ulation Of students it will serve and determine within reasonable

bounds, the type of instruction that is to be provided. Undertaking

the role of trying to be everything to everyone will impair the

35
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qufaiity. of service offered. at the center., and negate any benefits
.

_ihai:fwouidhaVe been derived from'money,'tiMe;.and energy spent and

. the students' own needs. They must not impart to students,that-the

learning center is a place to avoid, but rather that it is a place

where studentt can get additional help.

Support must come from the administration as well as the faculty.

Learning center programs are expensive,-and must beqrade a high ingti-.

tutional priority with hard dollar funding if they are to continue

offering viable developmental services.

Objective .B

To identify the necessary math and reading skill levels for entry into

the six vocational technical programs and to develop a testing pro-
%

gram to determine the math and reading skill of students requesting

admission into one of the six training programs.

A. Activities and Outcomes

The developmental math specialists conducted .a survey of'all six

vocational-technical programs to determine the time at which a student

would need one of 38 mathematical operation competencies. See Appendix

H fora copy of the survey.

The.developmental reading specialists also identified the necess-

ary reading competencies for the six programs. A computerized read-

ability program called GMSTAR which measures the diffic.lty of printed

materials by assessing average sentenae length, average number of

words per sentence, number of syllables per hundred-word passage was

useful in this effort.

Based on the above information, a testing program called Self

Assessment and Course Selection for incoming students was utilized
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In math.; reading and writing. Thete tests are not entrance exams

or requirements but utilized by the student to assist in course

selection. The test results are nbt:madeaVailable to faculty.

See Appendix"K fOr a copy of the student self rating form.

B. Assessment

Thedevelopmental center utilizes these diagnostic procedures..
.

When studehts'enter to determine their strengthsand weaknesset in
)

the acadepiC-skills, preferred) learning. tkflls,:and aititudeStoward

the useof9arebus basic skills. Extensive 'record.keeping isdone

to determine Academic gains between.develOpmental (PersonaLAPhiOYe7

Ment Department) entry and exit. The self assessment testing program

is being utilized in almost all departments college-wide.

C. Recommendations

The students' test results. are utiltzedin making recoMmend-

ations- for course selection if help is needed in.math,..'readingor

_writing. . The student with the assistance of a counselor (results are

not shared with instructors) selects an appropriate-study plarvhased

onthe test information. Whenthe'tests are given.,.it is stressed

that they are not utilized for entrance,requirements.

Evaluation N.

'EvalUatiOn of the developmental component took place at a varieY\,

of levels and at all stages of the project.

Program
.

The entire developmental component was evaluated.yearly.,hy a team

from the Iowa. Department of Public Instruction. The'team looked at

yearly goals, procedures, policiet, materials, etc.: And wrote a sum7

mary of their %/Nit,. making'recommendationt,and suggestions.



Material

The packets wer.continually evaluated by the students who used

them. Written questionnairesconcerningthe packets were completed

by students, whose responses were generally very favorable.

. ,

In 1.977, an independent committee made up*. of reading teadhers

and coordinators in
I

Eastern lowa'established criterion fora success-
.

ful reading packet in each reading skill" area our materials covered.

They then measured the materials against their criteria, pointed

Out strengths and weaknesses in.the materials and suggested additions'

and chalyges.. The final three cluster group packets were written on

the baSi"S of their comments and the first cluster group packets were

refined to meet the established Criteria.

Student.

The evalUation of the studenti was done by Instructor's. SeVeral

assessment tools were used.\ For reading the SRI ,(Standard Reading

Inventory) was administered at entry and exit from the course, as was

the reading component of the College Entrance Examination Board Test

(CEEB). These tools were, used, diagnostically at entry to the program

and were used to measure gains in general reading ability at the end

of the program. Pre/post tests from the-developed FIPSE materials

were used in a similar manner. Generally students performed better

on their post tests than on their pre tests. The degree of improve-

ment seemed dependent upon length of time spent in the center.

Another assessment tool used'by Ine developmental staff was the

Osgood attitude survey. The survey assessed-attitudes toward five

Concepts of an academic area: 1) value, 2) emotional reaction to,

3) pleasure, 4)1 interest in, and 5) difficulty of See' Appendix 1.-

for a write-up'of the results Pfthe readingsurveysfprthe past



six quarters. --

.Evaluation of math students was done on a pre/post basis also.
, V

The,assessment,tooli usedwerathe computations test of the College

Entrance Examination Board and teacher-made tests.

Staff

The evaluation of the center's staff was done both by .students

and by administration. The students filled out' a variety of teaCher-

. ,

made evaluatio4jorms and responded to a Compuieriied battery of

queStions The questions not only evaluated the instructors but also

the course set-up and structure.

*Administrative personnel.followedthe institution s evaluation

Procedures for instructors, which included several class visits, pre=

class and post -class conferences, establishment and.review of goals

for the year (MBO),,format, and general observation.

L.



EFFECTS OF PROJECT AT KIRKWOOD

Prior, to the FIPSE grant, work ;n 'curriculum imprOveMent was-

considered dull and a. developmental, program to assist students was

non-existent, through the FIPSE 'activities,' enth6siasm for curric-

ulum development was generated whi-ch'spilled over from the original

six programs to the entire vocational-technical division and/the

and the college's other two divisions (Arts & Sciences and Contin-

. . uing Education) as well. A vigorous developmental program, the

Personal Achievement Department; 'emerged to assist our students.

The FIPSE sponsored grant activities deVeloped'a.process, sys7

tem, and sUpportservice which approached the curriculUm.development

in a systematic manner. This resulted in an institutional awareness.

and concern for curriculum renewal.

Business and industry have impacted our programs by supplying

us with information to assist in revising and updating curriculum

for.todays student-

It has been. stated that our greatest resource andoften the most

neglected is our facul-t5i We have developed a cadre of change agents

within our institution which will continue to impact those around them.

Overall, a more comprehensiye instructional, rfaculty, and organ-
.

izational development plan ;las resulted which will'provide continued

Institutional growth and renewal:

The followtrig is a descrirition of some of the majoroutgrowths,.

of our FIPSE project in improving education at Kirkwood.

.'.
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Goal of Converting Kirkwood Training Programs
to Competency Based Education by 1982

Due to the success of our FIPSE project and Kirkwood's adminis

,

teative support of CBE, it was decided to make it a goal of our vo-

cational-technical programs to convert to competency-based education

by 1982. This goal was decided'upon by all department heads when

establishing division goals in 1977.

The process pf converting a programto CBE (see Appendix J) has

been adapted 'from that used under FIPSE and been incorporated in.

a "guidebook,'A Guide for Converting Kirkwood Training4Frograms to

Competency-Based Education (1978) to be used by all vocational-

technical programs.

This goal of CBE. conversion and the resultant guidebook and

inservice program (to begin Fail 1978) is prObably the most iMmed- r.

'late and most extensive impact resulting from the FlOSE,project.:

,

Creation. of the Instructional DevelopmentlCenter

An instructional Development Centerwas,created in the fall of

1977 as an outgrowth of. FIPSE. This center is now directed by the

former FIPSE project director. and is staffed by two.inStruetional

developers;:one of whoM was on FIPSE funding:.7-
. . ,

The' IDC reports directly to the 'Associate Superintendent_of--
2 .

__Education--(Kirkwood'i e441;/alent to the Vice-Peesident-fot Ada-de-Mt--

Affairs),- The IDC has been:charged,with a newly-initiated Program

Development Fund that s011citsand offers monetaili.suppOrt for in-:

_

nOVative instructional ideas all.Kirkwood faculty, The IPC'has

elso:been.Made ift.-Chaege of all campuS staff development for:the.

future. The latter two responsibilities are in addition to the IDC's

/17



. .

regOarduties'Ofoffering assistance .and information.fOr instructional
. .

. .

ancLcurriculum development to all Kirkwood faculty.

It is evident to us, that without the spark or-the FIPSE project,

recognition of the need for the creation of an IDC and the role it'

plays would have been long in coming.

Retention and Support' for the Developmental Department

The college was unable to maintain the same level of support

for the developmental math and:reading programs that it did under

FIPSE. However, the function and form of the department was retained:

With partial FIPSE funding: the staff consisted of one director, two

reading specialists, two math specialists, one counselor, and one

secretary. Beginning in the fall of 1978 the staff will be one director/

counselor, one and one-half reading specialists one math specialist,

and one secretary.

The college feels that the developmental department plays a sig-

nificant role in accomodating our' varied student populatiOn. This

role is essential with an open-door policy such as Kirkwood's and

has proven especially beneficial to our students enrolling in compe-

tency-basej programs.

-Allied Health.Professions' Special Improvements Grant.

Kirkwood's Health Occupations Department is, currently using the

competen:4-based education model, develoPed. inthe FIPSE project to

':-cothoetericy base and:reorganize several of,thelr programs. with2the

help of federal grant. Two inst\ ructional developers were funded.

as a result.

Several grant OroPosals have been and are being written by



lrkWood's departmentS to solicit funding for instructional 'improve-.

ment-,:projects. Most of these projects specify that a competenty,baSed.

curriculum- is to be developed. It is our feeling that the FIPSE

project generated a tremendous interest in instructional imProvement

' and CBE-and the active solicitation of funding for thatpurpose.

One further examplesis- Kirkwood's Water-Wastewater -Technictan's

program. This program has received federal fUnding'fOr the competency

basing of its program--again a direct result of Kirkwood's success

with FIPSE.

Arts & Sciences /Community. Education Interest in. CBE

Though most of the competency-basing activity, at Kirkwood is

in the vocational-technical branch (the FIPSE project dealt exclus-

.
;

ively with voc-tech), our Arts and Sciences'and,Community Education

branches have become very interested in CBE. Thought would be mis-
.

leading to say that universal. interest existerl; it is safe to say

that the interest level is KO. Arts and Sciences faCiilty

department heads both paid a visit to and received Alverno College

FIPSE project coordinators to, discuss that college's famous. competency-

based curriculum. We believe that several competency-based instruc-

tional projects will be coming out of Arts and ScienCes and Community

Education in the next year or two.

Working Relationships with Other Kirkwood Services

It did not take long for Kirkwood's Learning Reiource Center

and. Educational Media department to meet. FIPSE staff and instructors.

A new working relationship has been created between instructional

development specialists, resource personnel, production personnel

and instructors. This has resulted in several instructors utilizing



; .

productionfacjlitiesthat they had previously bee.A.too reticeritsto

use and requesting and reCeiving.froM the Learning Resource Center

9

materials and services they were previously unaware of (i.e. ERIC

searches and. Task. Inventories).

The FIPSE project and the resultant. materials produced has

also created the realization that Kirkwood nedds a marketing arm and

a distribution point for college-produced materials. Currently the

college bcokstore is being utilized for distribution., A marketing

effort, is still under discussion. The FIPSE project made many real

the excellent capabilities of both our instructional personnel Pnd

Educational Media production crews for turning out high-quality

instructional materials:

In sunrary, we see a tremendous amount of interest in comOttency-

based education by administration and faculty at Kirkwood. The level'

and scope of interest can be directly attributed to the work of the

FIPSE projeCt,,tertainly,,sOMe remain skeptical-as to the worth of..

Competency-based education,-but many-others wholeheartedly endorse.

the,concept. We have.found,thatcOntact with CBE and,the resultant.;

overcomingof "fear of the unknown" preduced'instructOrs and staff

Who became committed to.CBE and what:it stands for..



DISSEMINATION AND EXTERNAL IMPACT

OF KIRKWOOD'S FIPSE PROJECT

The goal of disseminating the.effects, products, and-processes

of our FIPSE project was actively sought in the third year. A var-

iety of mechanisms were established to realize this goal., Foremost

was, the policy developed to allow the campus bookstore toserve as

a central,clearingPiOuSe for receiving pUrchaSe ordersandAnailingt

project-produced modules' and videotapes to.external parties,. This

policy will protSably be expinded to.the products.of the whOle'colL

\1

lege and may .even be. the seed that forces the oreation of an ihStruc-

tionematerials marketing arm at. Kirkwood..

Other dissemination mechanisms included workshops, presenta-.

tions, listing the project with various educational and professional

sociations, articles, letters, and phone calls.

A brief rundown of generalized dissemination activities follows:

Instructional Programs

\he* creation and mailing of order forms for materials Pro-

duced in the six programs nationwide.

Prese tations at two ACCTion Consortium Meetings

and prO7t staff. ,

* Presentations to several state-levermeetings of professional

associations, that faculty and project staff were associated'

with.

The. presentation
1



-
.fessional associatiOn!s national meetings':

,

The,housing of project - produced material by Instructional

*.:The dissemination of information and materials on the FIPSE-

.

.,proces through the-lowa.Netwark for Professional and Organi-

zational Development:

- .

DeVelopmental Programs

Mailing pf,infOrthational brochUres to over 150 institutions

and organization: (See Appendix'L)

* SeVen state :Workshops..

Preseniations and.thaterials made available at three national

association conventions.

Articles preparod for publiCation.

The creation of a position for statewide dissemination of

FIPSE developmental materials for ABE teachers funded by the

Department of Public .Instruction.

The submission of FIPSE developmental materials to a

to be produced, by ttie International Reading Association. .

Various workshops for associations of both high school and

catalog

. college teachers ofreading, math, and vocationalrtechnical
---

education in the state.



ONCLUSIONS

Initial .project analysis and research must -not be sljgh

as the resulting Information will be crucial in providing di

.for..the:duration of the Project.. .:Decision makers 'and key p
i . .,.

need.to be identified and their.commitment secured at the o
.

the project._ .

ron

i 'pants

Of

A project plan needs to be developed-that is relevant to 'Ile

project goals and setting and which also-Lncludes a TunctiOn ,commun

O

icafion.network, a development procedure, and a timeline-of sks-,

Based on reliable feedback7-the plan should be refined and/ rev sed

as the project continues.

When developinq competency-based education curriculum, review

Then activelyexisting sources.of competencies and employment trends.

involve an advisory committeeAcomposed'of individuals in the occupation7

both.employers and employees and present and former students of:the

program) as they will.be able to provide.More relevant information

on curriCulum/employMent'needs'in the ocCupationAnd,once involved.

they will continue to provide aluable information, and assistance.
. _

If a-competencysurvey is gbing,to te-utilized_to validate the

/competencies', work with data prI persOnnel:duringurvey7_
/

format development in order to efficiently obtain usable data.
.

Frustration about who is to do whitnext and.how, can be alle-

viated through an active, organized project orientation which clearly

and concisely communicates the process model and :taikS. involved to

.

thej2roject staff. This emphasis broadens to in- service activities

for other members of the organization as the project matures,



Faculty support as well as budgetary SupPort-mutt.be available
,

c

to -developmental leajlting centers if they are going tbContinue to'

serve Students. jd(buildjaCUlty support. n inservite/orientit -o

program to- insure effective- mmunIcationof the services pAvidid
. \ /

by the develOpment-cenier:.nee to be providedlcii-faC:ulty'membersc-:=7.---,

The'deveiopmetital learning center , :with limited personnel

.set parameters on the p ulation of students it can effectively serve.

Trying to be everything t everyone will result in. little benefit%
/

to anyone.

An assessment or evalu don procedure which assists in iscer-

tainingproject outcomes should be devised early in the project

and followed ii.Norder to provide data for acc urate revisionkefine-
,

4

ment activities.
4

Where does this 'Find us at the conclusiOh of our FlUE project?

We realize that CBE is not an educational panacea but we have been

able to do a thorough curriculum review an4 make sound revisions

based on technological and occupational changes. ,And in addition to

a releiant curriculum., we provide developmental assistance to those

who need it.

We have not been able to describe in this report the-enthusiasm

and feelings, of/accomplishment that our flPSE project has generated.

Butthough the project ends,-the motivation it has inspired will

continue to impact' the institution for the benefit of our students.
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METHODOLOGIES

TIMELINE FOR FIPSE EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

Year I

7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

Year II Year III

8 9 10 1 1 121 21 4 5 6 , 7 8 9 10 1 1 1212 3 4 5 6 <

External Visitation
* t *

M1

"

Student Attitudes of'Instruc, ,
,*

Student Attitudes of Program *

Recent Grad, Atti9des

Employer Attitudes
*

, ,

5-Yr, Grad. Report

Advisory Comm, Ques, * *

Videotape Eval.

wpm

Student Enrollment
* *

Retention, Placement *

Instructor Interviews

axmwar=.
Stdentferceptions of

Teaching * * * * *
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MODEL FOR COMPETENCY IDENTIFICATION

. Selection of Occupation(s) for which competencies will be identified

B, Write Job Description(s) for occupation(s)

C. Develop Worker Mobility 'Chart

D. Develop Task Inventory for selected occupations)

1. Identify major occupational work divisions

2. List occupational tasks for major divisions using

a. available task inventories

b. program specialists

c. business, professional, and industrial specialists

d. state and national professional and/or certification agencies

e. State Dept. of Public Instruction

f. program advisory committee

g. program graduates

h. employers of occupation

i. supervisors of occupation

3. Determine criticalness of each task for occupational performance

by

a. structured interviews with workers

b. alternative research processes

4.. Adviory committee identification ot.entry-TeVel jobs and jobs in
4

two-step continuum

5. Develop tentative list of competencies needed, to perform critical tasks

6., List evaluated by advisory committee for clarity and specificity

7. Identification of common core competencies,

-0. 0
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UNIT INTRODUCTION

UNIT SAFETY

UNIT MODULES

UNIT DIRECTIONS41111.

MODULES

MODULE

TASK

,NON{7.711101Mt.



ORDER FORMJORMEDICAL'ASSISTANT PROGRAM VIDEOTAPES

Order
Here. Kirkwood Catalog Number and Tape Title Length Cost

NEDICAL.TERMINOLOGY
$30.00KHO-103 Introduction to Medical Terminology 15 min.

KHO-104 Medical Terminology: Five Basic Rules 20 min. $30:00

KHO-105 Medical Terminology: .Suffixes 10 min. $30.00

XH0-106 Medical Terminology: Prefixes 20 min. $30.00 .

KHO-107 Medical Terminology: Adjectival Endings 16 min. $3C.00

KHO-108 Medical Terminology: Verbal Derivatives 15 min. $30.00

KHO-109 Medical Terminology: Word Roots I 17 min. $30.00

KHO-110 Medical Terminology: Word Roots II 21 min. $50.00

INSURANCE
6 min. $30.00KHO-121 Introduction to Insurance ,

KHO-122 Insurance Terminology , 9 min. $30.00 /

KHO-123 Rules for Completing Insurance Forms 7 min.. $30.00 /

KHO-124 Processing and Filing Insurance Claims . , 3 min. $30'.00/

`00-127 Foundation of Medical Care ,4 min. $30.0

KHO-125 Capitalization and Closed PanelftInsurance 4 min. $30.40

KHO- 92. Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Part I . 60 min.
/

$50./00

KHO- 93, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Part II 60 min. $50.00

KHO-111 'Wilson and Co.; Inc., Insurance and Related
Plans: Introduction

.

5 min. $30.00

KHO -112 Related Insurance Benefits 6 min. $30.00

KHO-113 Sick Pay. Benefit Program 8 min. $30.00

KHO-114 Hospital Information Forms . 5 min. $30.00

KHO-115 .Hospftalization Claim Forms -6 min. $30.00

KHO-116 Physician's Statement . 4 min. $30.00

KHO-117 Vision Care Benefit 4 min. $30.00

KHO-118 Employer's First Report of injury 9 min. $30.00

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. .

60
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/

Order
Here Kirkwood Catalog_ Number and Tape Title

INSURANCE CONTD.

Length Cost.

$30.00KHO-119 Workmen's Comp. Memo- of Agreement 5 min.

KHO-120 Workmen's Comp. Employees Report of Benefits
Paid. 4 min. $30.00

1010-126 CHAMPUSinsurance 14 min. $30.00

MEDICAL _LAB PROCEDURES I. II. III
14 min. $30.0010-i0-128 The Urinary System------ ,

, -410- 12 9 Urinalysis: Physical Exam of the Urine 10 min. ' $30.00.

MHO -130 Urinalysis: Chemical Exam of the Urine 12 min. $30.00

(7:110-131 Urinalysis: Microscopic Exam of the Urine 9 min. $30.00mr-,,
KH07132 Catheterization of the Female Patient 9 min. $,,30.00

KHO-140 Complete Urinalysis 5 min. $30.00

RHO- 97 The Electrocardiogram 16 min. $30.00

KHO- 98 Setting up an EKG Machine 1 min. $30.00

kW- 99 Operating the EKG Machine 17 min. $30.00

KHO-100 Mounting an Electrocardiogram t min. $30.00

KHO-101 Innovation in Electrocardiology 4 min. $30.00

KHO-102 Troubleshooting an. Electrocardiogram 4 min. $30.00

KHO-133 Introduction to Pharmacology 17 min. $30.00

KHO-134 Pharmacology: Drug Legislation and
Standardization 15 min. $30.00

KHO-136 Pharmacology Administration of Drugs 12 min. $30.00-

. KH07135 Prescriptions !I min. $30.00

KHO-137 Pharmacology: Parenteral Administration . 15 min. .$30.00

KHO-143 Assembling the Syringe and Preparing ,

Medication 12 min. $30.00_,/
$30.00KHO-138 Subcutaneous Injections B min.

KHO-144 Intradermal Injections 8 min. $30.00,1

KHO-139 Intramuscular Injections 13 min. $30.00
1
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Order
'Here Kirkwood Catalog Number.and Tape Title Length Cost

wi e ' :1 I 1 11 I

14 miry. $30:00
KHO- 96 Positions and Draping of Patients for

Physical Exams

KHO- 94' Medical Office Instruments I 26 min. $50.00

KHO- 95 Tray Set-upsfor Various Examinations- 12 min. 830.00

Total

#
Tapes Make Check/Purchase Order Payable To:

Total
Cost...:'

of Tapei

Kirkwood Bookstore

Mail your order form and check/purchase order to:

Kirkwood Bookstore
Kirkwood Community College

- 6301 Kirkwood Blyd.,
P.O. Box 2068
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406

0



KIRKWOODCOMMUNITY COLLEGE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

REQUEST FORM FOR. MEDICALASSISTANT.PROGRAM PRINT MATERIALS

,*,Check

Here Course Title # Pages
J,

Cost

Medical Terminology: . - 145 $13.00

__

Insurance:' 129 . $11.60'...;

MediCal Lab Procedures I, II, III 146 .$13.15

-PharMaCology. 94 $8.45

Medical. Procedures I, II 33 $ 3.00

Please note that, the print materials shown here are closely supported
by the videotapes shown on the order form on the following 'Dues. The
worksheets and reviews are coordinated to various tapes. Please limit
your requests to one copy each of the desired courses.

O

Please send your request along with check or purchase order to:

Kirkwood.Bookstore
Kirkwood Community College.
6301 Kirkwood Blvd., S.W.
P.O. Box 2068
Cedar Rapids, IA. 52406
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THE FUND TO

Curriculum Materials Developed
Under the AusPiceS of

:IMPROVE. POST SECONDARY
EDUCATION -

preface
After having worked in and operated body shops for

15 years, I started teaching Auto Bociy. As an
instructor and as an'employer, I became aware of an
inflexible fact: Body Repair people, if they are good,
tend to have an artistic temperament and believe that
their way is the best or only way to accomplish a
repair, and for them it usually is. It has 'been my
experience that if you give the same repair to 10 good
repair people, it will be done well in at least 9 different
ways. A good student may reflect some of his
instructor's ideaS, but if he is going to be Worth his.
saltsalt as a flat-rate theater, he will use his initiative and
devise his own "best" methods.

How would you like to be able to redo a windshield
installation demonstration-for the student who was
absent that day without jeopardizing an expensive
piece of glass? Would it be of value to have instruction
available for review at any time and allow students to
progress at, their own rate? Would you like to accept
students into the program at various times
throughout the year and place graduates as job
opportunities exist rather,than in. one surge based
upon the school calendar? Do you want 'more time to
work with each individual student's needs in both the
classroom and the shop?

This series of units (even though not complete)
composed of assigned readings, video
demonstrations, written questions, ',and 'task job
sheets, coupled with the, instructor's ingea uity; can
help answer these questiohs.

The content or methodology may not be he "way
it is in your eyes, but it is hopefully flexible e oughto
allow you to branch out any way you see fit., ,believe
that you will agree that the theory involved in 0*
presentations is valid, ; usable, .and !clearly
represented.

Neil Klinefelter,
Coordinator-Instructor
Auto Body-Collision Repair Program
Kirkwood Community. College
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

1



ofritrodUletiOn
ft Under. the auspicet of the Fund for the

Improvement: .-' of : Poet Secondary Education
(F.I.P.S.E.), Kirkwood Community. College's Auto
Body-Collision Repair program was funded to analyze

d develop ,an instructional program designed to
dress its concerns..

.. .

. Many of these concerns are. probably yours
also.These concerns include:
a.' Flexibility of course.offerings.

... b. More efficient space usage.
c. Flexibility in accepting and graduating students

more times throughout the year:
d.. Flexibility.in sCheduling students in the lab.
e. Reacting to enrollment fluctuations.
f.' Reduce reliance. on ."live" vehicles for all

dem onstrations.... .

g. Assurance of students developing the "basics"
before progressing to advanced work.

h. Facility available for in- service training of trade
personnel. .

..) . These concerns are based upon the desire to
graduate a student who will be-capable of surviving a
competitiv shop situation where additional
experience n be gained. No program turns out an..
accomplishe durneyman in nine months. Instead,
the program must make available to the student the
knowledge, theory, and skills on which to build a
career. It should hopefully detoP the work habits
and trade identification need. to specialize' in a
specific segment of the trade if desired. ..-

In Order 'to arrive at such a program, it was
necessary to divide the trade skills into their soiallest
parts-competencies: These competencies were then
submitted to persons in the 'trade -to prioritize by
usage-and importance and add to or discard according
to the needs of the trade. Included in this group were:
shop owners, managers, employees, insurance
claims persons, independent adjusters, franchise
dealers, and jobbers. The resultant inventory of
competencies were then organized into this course of
study.

L ,6 5

.\

. \program format
The Auto Body-Collision Repair curriculum . has

been 'divideci'into instructional content units. These
units are grouped into two levels, introductory (units
1-12) andadvanced (units 20-25).. Although at this
time some units are yet to be finished, each
completed unit includes: (1) a rationale defining the.
impOrtance of the 'content covered in relation to the
trade, (2) a, list of learning objectives,. (3) a job sheet
listing I 'Variety of 'learning .activates (i.e.. reading
assignments, video tapes to view, demonstratons),
and (4) worksheets to be completed bystudents while
completing the learningectivities. These worksheets
are also applicable in the shop for reinforcing' the :

theoretical information or\demonstration.

Some units will also include: (1) a-vocabulary list
\

clarifying new terms or new math. concepts for the"
student; (2) a listing of furthertasks or sources to help
'establish. the operation in the Student's work habits.

areThe video tapes and written m
\aterial are pre:sented."

s and havebeenv

in a manner to allow them to be see in conjunction
with one another or as separate instructional aids::
The tapes covering specific d monstrations of
procedures can stand by thernsel
used with success in this manner.
UNIT 1-SAFETY (Not Yet CoMpleted)

UNIT 2-BODY TOOLS & EQUIPMENT \
CoVers the safe operation and Maintenance
procedures of the 'air 'syStems and regulators, ,air
power tools, lifts and stands, hydraulic pOrto-power,

\pop rivets, and battery charger. \
,

UNIT 3-ADHESIVES AND SEALERS .

Deals wIth applications of common.. body Shop
adhesives; amber and black weatherstrip adhesive,
trim adhesives, glass mastic type sealants,
undercoats and sound deadeners and epoxy\type
glass hardware adhesives. This series helps \the .
student to realize the different products and their
applications and limitations within the trade: \
UNIT 4-MOLDING TYPES AND REMOVAL \
Covers Molding attachment hardware and tn
procedures for removel and replacing exterior trim-
moldings.(Not Yet Completed)

UNIT 5-(Not Yet completed)



UNIT 6-ELECTRICAL .

Deals with basic circuit% fuses, relays and breakers.
Covers applications for bulbs and sealed beams with
troubleshooting for chassis wiring and accessory
electrical components.-(Not yet Completed)

UNIT 7-COOLING SYSTEMS.
Deals with the function and replacement of radiator
and hoses, fan, water pump and shrouds.(not yet
completed)

UNIT 8-EXHAUST
Covers usual exhaust system components and
replacements done in a body shop. Gives attention to
catalytic converters and their replacement and
clearances.(Not yet completed)

, UNIT 9-WELDING
\ Utilizes the entry modules from, the oxy-acetylene\welding program here at Kirkwood. It then spins off

\ into the actual sheet metal Welding used in.the body
. \ shop. M.1. G. and dual. probe spo welding are in the
\ developmental stage.

.

'UNIT 10-FRAME AND SUSPENSION
Attacks the frame damage from several angles

. according to damage and frame type. Has sections on
the use of gages and possible ways to go about
yepairing the damage usually found on the crash unit. '

UNIT 11-GLASS I,NSTALLAf ION
Covers first the differences in ap

i
ilication, structure

and, workability of tempered ,rid laminated auto
glass. After the students are -indoctrinated in this
area, they are) given f demonstrations of different
methods of installation of both static and moveable
glass. The static glass section covers tape, glue-in
installations and 3 types of pinch welt and weather
strip, ihstallaticin. All are of late model type .

applications. The applicatio'ns cover the use of pinch -

welt.primer, tapeand spacer blocks on the glue, arid---7--
the use of both specialized lock welt tools and cord
pull in installation on the weather strip types.
Moveable glass is, covered in a general applieation

. method due to the many ways of attachment-of the
glass.

'UNIT 12-VEHICLE I. D ..
Tells why you'd better know what yOU're working on
and how to decipher (from the I.D . plates) what it is.

t ,

4

. -
, ) - .-

. .'

UNIT 20-TRIM
Deals with Headliners, door trims, seat trim, and vinyl
top repair. This unit works- with the interior an
exterior trim areas repair and/or replacement..

UNIT 21-CHASSIS SHEET METAL
Deals With the "dog house" and its components from
usual hood and fenders to repairs on filexible Enduro.
type bumpers and fiberglass grillshells. Covers basic
build up to hood alignment. , -
UNIT 22-REFINISHING
Deals with ..the.- theory of paint, covering aolventa,
characteristics and .overlay compatibilities. It also
covers alkydes and acrylic enamels and lacquers.
(Tapes on catalyzedand epoxy finishes are not yet
completed.) The exiting structure, covers prig-hers,
primer surfacers and sealers,-ai well as color coats.
The student also has' exposure to paint gun ;use.
cleaning, and:adjustment. This area also includes
flexible finishes (Dexlar, etc.). The 'proper sanding
techniques for color coats rounds out this area.

UNIT 23-(Not yet completed)

UNIT 24-METAL STRAIGHTENING AND ALIGNMENT
Covers minor pop-ins to . upsets to shrinking
stretches, includirig. a MUltitude,of metal work from
rough out to pick and grind. or file. Showing the
Molecular structure of steel when damaged or
straight, , it addresses itself to how to control
straightening pocesses by understanding why the
metal does what it does. Will ultimately cover door
and 14 skin type replacement and alignment. Covers
both hammer and dolly and pressure on tension hook;
up straightening..

. UNIT 25-BODYFILLERS
Covers applications and procedures for, use of body .
fillers. Leading includes cleaning, tinning, paddle
finishing and file or grinder shaping to contour.
Plastic. fill covers preparation of the panel, mixing the
material, 'application and sanding to °contour. Both
areas are covered step by step, stressing procedures
that-are-accepted -s effective in practice: The final
sanding, of fill material covers the problem of
undercutting the transition area of The fill, explaining
ways to avoid' the bad feather edges:usually found in
student's work.

0



AUTO BODYCOLLISON REPAIR

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO TAPE DEMONSTRATIONS

An integral component of, most units is .the.
instructional video tape demOnstrations which have

Theen develoPed at Kirkwood. 'Each_ video tape
instructs the student on a particular procedure and-or'.

.knowledge of the auto body trade. These color video=
tapes average appioximately 15 minutes in length
and are available in 3A''' video cassette format.

The following is a list of produced instructional
video cassette demonstrations and a brief description
Of each. The tapes are listed in sequence by 'number
i.e. (2.2) indicating the unit and module. The KTI and
KAB* numbers refer only to a Kirkwood catalog
identfication:

* KAB video tapes were nordevel
Federal Grant.

ed under the FIPSE

2.1
USE AND MAINTENANCE OF THE AIR SYSTEM

.

General. use and care of corAressor. transformer and tines and the basic
manifold design, clear, complete.

. Klinefelter (8 min. C)
2.2

.

USE AND CARE OF THE AIR REGULATER (KTI.55)
Klenefener (6min. C)
2,3

,

USE OF AIR IMPACT CUTTER (KAB-10)
Covers applications and use of (Sioux) air impact cutter with upper and edging

Klinefelter (6 min. C1
2.3
AIR DRIVEN IMPACT TOOLS (KAB -09) ,

Use and maintenance of akimpacautter and h' drive wrench. .

Klinefelter (8 rain. CI
2.3
AIR DRIVEN GRINDER (KAB-11) )
Safety, use and care of .air grinder (L-handle type used).

.Klinefeher (8 min.
2.3
DA SANDER (KA13:02)

.

Beginning tape explains safety, operation and use maintenance of random
orvital air sander:
Klinefelter (12 min. .

2.3
GRINDING TECHNIQUES (KTI.112) .

Covers some of the finer. points of body grinder use (patterns, contoursand the

use of a hex cut disc) includes grit selection.
Klinefelttr(10.minc)
2.3 .

. .

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF AN AIR-DRILL OR AIR-GRINDER (K71.52)
Points out uses and limitations of "Blue-dart" type grinder.
Klinefelter (8 min. C) 7 °
2.3
USE OF AN IN LINE AIR FILE (KTI.57)
Kliriefelter (16 min. C)
2.4
SAFETY, USE AND1VIAINTENANCE OF AIR POWERED BUMPERJACKS (CTI.51)
Klinefelter (7 min. C)
2.4

,. . .
.

SAFETY, USE AND MAINTENANCE OF HYDRAULIC FLOOR JACKS (KTI-53)

Ds,. 'checking. filling, etc.
Klinefelter (10 min. C)

HYDRAULIC BODY JAcK'licri-toi
Use and caie of "Porto Power" type jacks.-

Klinefelter (13min. C)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES FOR SELF-EXPANDING POP RIVETS (KTI -50)

ShOws use on mouldings and panels.
Klinefelter CIO min. C).

2.7
SAFE OPERATION,OF A BATTERY CIIA'GER (KTI%19)
Klinefelter (13 min'. C) -

3.1
BODY SEALERS AND UNDERCOATS IKTII361
Primers sealers. etc. .

Klineleter (14 min.

10



3.1
COMMON BODY SHOP ADHESIVES (KT1.34)
Deals with ws &trim adhesives.
Klinefe lter (19'min. C) d
11.2
TAPEKIT WINDSHIELD INSTALLATION WITH EXPOSED WIPERS ,(KTI-31)

'Step by step from wire cut- °LI° pinch welt primer to tape installation.
Klinefelter (28 thin. C)
11.2 ..

GASKET-TYPE 1AANDSHIELD INSTALLATION (KTI-39)
Removal and replacdment to an intact glass installation'using string in pinch
tvelt.r75- Ford compact is demo)

''Klinefelter (17 mm. C)11.2
LOCK-WELT & SELF-LOCK WINDCW INSTALLATION (KTI.29)
Step by step installation of stationary glass using locking weatherstrips. .

Klinefelter (12'min.. C)
11.3
TYPES OF ADJUSTMENTS FOR AUTO DOOR GLASS (KTI.71)
DeMonstrates components of mechanism and adjustment Procedures.

,Klinehilter (9 min. C)
20.1 I 1.3
DOOR TRIM PAO REMOVAL (KTI.85)
Shows major types of trims and hardware removal.
Klinefeiter (8 Min..C) .
ATTACHING WINDOW RISER CHANNELS WITH STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE

(XTI.38)
(3-M-8101 used qkdemo)
Klinefelter (9 min.4)
13.1
WHADIZZ IT HOW TO IDENTIFY THE AUTO (KTI.92)
How to decipher the serial and ID plates on American cars.
Klinefelter min..C)

SEAT REMOVAL FROM AN AUTOMOBILE (KTI.56)
Removal procedures and necessary electrical interiocks....
Klinefelter (8 min.

REMOVING ANELRsEPLACING SEAS CUSHION TRIM MI 68)
mat used in tape includes -jack stringers and com to envelope repair

Klinefelter (18 min. C)
20.1
REMOVInG AND REPLACING SEATBACKREST TRIM I

G.M. bUcket seat used in demo. Complete removal an tlm eplac
Klinefelter (19 min. -C) I

20.2
CLOTH HEADLINER REMOVAL (KT1.96)
Removal and replacement to headliner froin inve ed top.
Klinefelter (7 min. C)
10.1

.TYPICAL FRAME DAMAGE (KTI.901
Typicelmar & front end damages yiold point by yield point.
Klinefelter (6 min. C)
10.1 -
COMMON AUTOMOBILE FRAM

. 1RTI-54)
Covers common frames and Uhi-hod
Klinefelter (8 miniC)
10.1
DAMAGE EFFECT OF FORCE ON SHAPE (KTI.80)
Hoover (12 min. C)

12.

PES AND APPLICATIONS

101
REAR END COLLISION. UNITIZED BODY (KTI.81)
Ford Pintoes demo. Shows body & uniftame deflection._
Klinefelter (14 min. C)
10:2
FRAME POWER EQUIPMENT-PORTABLE BEAM (KTI110) .
Introductory level presentation on the portable beam type frame and sheet metal
machine.
Klinefelter (7 min. C)
10.2
FRAME tralIVER EQUIPMENT-POWER TEST (KTI-111).

. . .

IntrodUces student to the power "post" or. "tower" type power source.
Klinefelter (7 min. C)
24.1. 10.2
TENSION HOOK UP & ACCESSORIES (KTI.84)
Demonstrates pull hook up an hatNyare on damages.
Klinefelter (8 mm. C)
10.2
USE OF FRAME GAUGES (KTI-89)
Chain and strap drop type explained and deinonstrated. (Guy Chart & Buske used
as Demo/.
Klinefelter (9 Min. C)
11.1

WINDSHIELD & SIDEG LASS TYPES. CHARACTERISTICS ARID APPLICATIONS
tl IKTI.24) ...-

Covers develcc.nent, breaking' characteristics and workability and applicationSt
of shatterproof and tempered glass.
Klinefe ter (l'e min. C)
11.2

'EPDXY GLASS HARDWARE ADHESIVES (KTI.37)
Deals with both 1 and 2 p&rt epoxy adhesives for rear .view mirror and lock
installation rlocktite" used)
Klinefelter (1l..min. C)

_20.4
. MAKING A VINYL REPA-111 GRAIN MATRIX (KTI.41)
Shows lebricaion of graining matrix using heat gun to cute. (Uticolor used in
demo)
Klinefelter (9 min. C)
20.4
VINYL TOP REPAIR (KTI-42)
Covers heat )dun vinyl weld method of repair on small tears.
Klinefelter (18.0en. C)

. .

APPLICATION OF VINYL TOP AND UPHOLSTERY DYE (KTI.47)
Uses lacquer base spray on dye.
Kltnefeltet (19 min. C)
21.1 211 . e

REPAIR Or URETHANE PUMPERS AND GRILLS (KTI-36)

../...../Shows gouge repair on "soft" bumper. ('76 Mustange bumper used):
,

Klinefelter (21 min. C)

f21.2 /
.----------.

POLYESTER FIBERGLASS FRACTURE REPAIR (KT1.321 .

Shows damage preparation and complete repair on small fracture in Coreotte
door. .
Klinefelter (28 min. c) ' ''
22.1

INTRODUCTION TO PAINT (KA8 1:14) .

.

Lists and explains component pans of paints and theiifunctions
Klinefelter (12 kn. C)

13



22.1 22.5
DRYING PROPER TIES (KAB 05) SANDING AND GRIT SELECTION (KAB07)
Explains and compares the characteristics of PaliMers as opposed to Covers grits and papers and their use. (not particularly good, confusing)
Evaporative drying finishes Starts interest in non compatabdity in overlaying Klinefelter (6 min. C)
Klinefelter (15 min C) 24:1

1 '22 1

PRIMEHSSURFACERS.SEALERE (KTI41.
D."ls with it-, applications of each in an attempt to clarity
Kline)ellei (10 min. .

ENAMEL PRIMERSEALER THINNING RATIOS (KT.I.44)
. K'inefelter (13 min. C)

2'i 1 .

Tfilf NER USAGE BY TEMPERATt inS (KTI45)
Givei usual temperatufe breaks for.* oness. (DuPont. Di tzler are used in demo)
Klinefelter (10 min. C)
22.1
CLEANING THE SINKS No. 7 POINT GUN (KAB-01)
Covers usual and complete disassembly for cleaning of Balks No. 7.
Klinefelter (17 min. C)
22.1 .

POINT GUN id 'CATION (KAB03)
dn n gun problems and adjustments.

..fv C)

2.7 A

SAAT4ING TYPES (KAB08) .

Sanding types opens nte door to dilfernt types of sanding very basic.
Klinefelter.(18 min. C)
22.2
FINAL SANDING (KTI100)
The liner points of getting the surfact sinoothblock sanding-trace coating, etc.
Klinefelter
22.2

.PREbLEANING (KTI.99)
Entry level maskingtechitkide overs different tape widths, use of apron taper.
etc.
Klinefelter (13 min. C)
22:4
,SPRAY TECHNIQUES 4KAB06)
Addresses continuity, lay up. and profession in gun techniques, a sequence is -

stressed.
Klinefelter (15 min. C)
22.4. 25.2
PRE-PRIMER SANDING OF FILL MATERIAL (KTI-109)
Covers the proper leveling and leathering of fill material in relationsha to the

. panel itself:
Klinefelter (7 mtnin C.)
22.4
DEXLAR FLEXIBLE FINISHES (KTI-48)
Explains useand application of flexible finish.
Klinefelter (6-min: C)
22,4
COLOR-MATCHING ACRYLIC LACQUERS AND ENAMELS (X TI33)
MIC film shows repairwith lacques using 2 gun methi.'.
(may be acquired from MIC) (35 Min. C)
22.4 .

COLOR SANDING AND COMPOUNDING (KTI261
Sanding new color and compounding:to level
Klinefelter (14 min C) ; \

AUTOMOBILE SHEET METAL (KTI-61) .

Explains and demonstrates what happens inside metal when it is stamped or
. damaged. Good metalwork start.
Hoover (14 min. C)
24.1 . .

THE AUTO MANUFACTURING PROCESS (KTI-69)
Shows sequence of production to familiarize Vadent with assembly line
produced unit.'
Hoover (11 min. C)
24.1
GAINING STRENGTH (KTI64)
Shows how designers and strength with contour.
Hoover (9 min. CI
24.2
BASIC HAND TOOLS (KTI771)
Shows basic body tool selection and application.. .
Klinefelter (1.1- min. CI
24.2

:METAL STRETCH & SHRINK (KTI66)
Defines metal stretch and demonstrates shrinking. Good. clear presentation.

\ "Hoover (13 mini, C)
22.2
WORK HARDENING (KTI-65)
Defines. demonstrates work hardening.

.

Hoover (10 min. C.)
24.2
SHEET METAL UPSET (KTI-67)
Shows upset in low crowned panels RecomMends procedure for repair.
Hoover (11 min. C)

'21.3
HOW TO GAIN ACCESS (KTI79)
ShMars some means of reaching the unreachable.

.Hoover (11. min. CI
24.5
DOOR ADJUSTMENT (KTI-94)
Basic layout on making the door fit the hole.
Klinefelter (7min. C)
24.5 .

DOOR PANEL REMOVAL (KTI.74)
Hot:ewer. (6 min. C)
24.6
OPEN FENDER STRAIGHTENING (KTI-78)

- (Ford Pinto example) shows rough out through metal finishing, step by step.
Xlinefelter.(31 min. C)' 26.2

. PLASTIC. FILLER (KTI-29) .

' Covers how-wherewhen to use plastic body Tiller.
klineielter.(13 min. C)

.25.2
'APPLICATION OF PLASTIC FILLER (K11-25)
Mixing, applying and leveling plastic

-Klinefelter (25.-min. C)
25.2'
BARE METAL PREPARATION (KTI28)
Preparing metal with metal conditioner.

. Kiln& elter (13 min. C)
. 15



25.3
USE OF ME fAL CONDITIONERS MIN LEAD AND PLASTIC FILL 1K 71 301
Shows advantages ane i.f1111,3110,.5 01 etching ficitiois

,I5 rmn Cl
253
LEADING APPLICA rico, 1K T-1221
COWS cleaning, mini, ap:,iong, paddle finishing lead fill
KlinefelIer (20 in. C)

16
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etlez.khezie if you wish to

IFEr.the;:StudeM=okierited,
inritteli,166trUctional Package.

t;

Instructional ackage.cantains
all units-listed title with,

the-Videotapes and eludes

orkeheetethat co spond with

:the taPes..)

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

WITHOUT NOTICE.
. '. . ,

FOR AUTO BODY AMRICULUM MATERIALS

our ane

Institution

Address

.VIDEOTAPES

ae p e

e, . -1..

Kikkwood:Catalog'Number.4raqideOtapa;Titlei
Length

, ,

Cost'.

-UNIT 2 AUTO BODY SHOP EQUIPMENT
Omin. 430.00

KTI- 91 "Use and Maintenance of the Air'System".

KTI- 55 '"Use and Cake of the Air Regulator" 6 min. 430.00

KAB- 09 "Air Driven Impact_Toole
8in. $125.00.

KAB- 10 "Use of Air Impact Cuttek,
'6 min. . $125.00

KAIR 02 tD-A. Sander (open-ended)"..
12 min. $125.00

KTI- 52. "Operation and Maintenance of an Air-Drill

or Air-Grinder"

8 min. $30.00

KTI- 57 "'Use of an In-Line Air File" 6.min. $30.00

KTI-.51 "Safety, Usej'and Maintenance of Air-

Powered Bumper Jacks"

7 min. $30.00

KTI- 53 "Safeiy; Use, and Maintenance of Hydraulic

:Floor'Jacks"

10min. $30.00

KTI-80. "Hydraulic- Body Jack"
8min: $30.00

KTI- 50; "Application Procedures. for Self.- Expanding

Pop Rivets"

. 10 min.' $30:00

KTI- 49 ."Safe'Operation of.a Battery Charger" .13'min.. $30.00

UNIT 3 AIEESIVES.AND SEALERS'
54 min, ,

436.00.

KTI- 35 "Body Sealers and Under7doats"'

KTI-.34,'"Coniman Body Shop Adhesives!', 19 .min. $30.:00

CT1:,37: "Epoxy Glass. Hardware AdhesiVes" 11 min. $30.00



VIDEOTAPES

6rder
re Kirkwood Catalog NUnber and Videotape Title Length Cost

KTI- 54
UNIT 10 nANTE AND SUSPENSION

8 min. $30.00
"Common Automobile Frame Types and Applications"

\

0
KTI- 89 "Use 4 Frame G13.1.1ges"

,

9 min. $30.00
.

KTI-110 "Frame\PoWer Equipment--The Portable Beam 7 mina $30.00

KTI-111 "Frame BOvier EquipmentPower Post or Tower" 7 min. $30.00

KTI- 90 "Typical Frame Damage" 6 min., $30.00

KTI- 84 "Tension Hook-up and Accessories"
8 min. $30.00

KTI- 24

UNIT 11 AUTO GLASS INSTALLATION
17 min. $30.00

"Windshield and Sideglass Types, Character-

istics, and. Applications" i

, KTI- 31 "Tape -Kit. Windshield Installation with

Exposed Wipers" .

28 min. $50.00

KTI- 39 "Gasket-Type Windshield Installation" 17 mi . $30.00

KTI- 29 "Lock-Welt and Self-Lock Window Installation" 12 min. $30.00

KTI- 38 "Attaching Window Riser Channels With

Structural Adhesive"

9 min. $30.00

`KTI- 71 "Types of Adjustments for Auto Door Glass" . $30.00

KTI- 92
11/4 10. 11011/4 I 411

10 min. $30.00"Whadizzit? How to Identify the Auto"

\

-KTI 56

UNIT 20 TRIM ,

8 min. $30.00

0

'Seat Removal From an Automobile"

KTI- 58 "Removing. and Replacing Seat Cushion Trim" 18 min. $30.00

KTI- 59 "Removing and Replacing Seat Backrest Trim" 19 min. $30,00

KTI- 41 "Making a Vinyl Repair Graining Matrix" '9 min. $30.00.

KTI- 42 "Vinyl Top Repair"
18 min. $30.00

KTI- 47 "Application of Vinyl Top and Upholstery ' 19 min. $30.00.

KTI- 96 "Cloth Headliner. Removal" 7 min. $30.00

KTI- 85 "Door Trim Pad or Upholstery Removal" .8 min. $30.00

KTI- 36
UNIT 21 CHASSIS MEET METAL

21 min. $50.00
"Repair of Urethane Bumpers and Grills"

KTI- 32 "Polyester Fiberglass Fracture Repair" 28 min. '$50.00

z-.) ry



VIDEOTAPES

Order
Here Kirkwood Catalog Number and Videotape Title Length Cost .

UNIT 22 REFINISHING
12-min. $125.00

KAB- 04 "Introduction to Paint"

KAB- 05 !Trying Properties"
15 min. $125.00

KTI- 46 "Primers-Surfacers-Sealers"
10 min. $30.00

KTI- 44 "Enamel. Primer-Sealer Thinning Ratios" 13 mill.
/------

$30.00
.

KTI- 45 "Thinner Usage by Temperature Range" 10 min. $30.00

KAB- 01 "Binks Model 7 (Cleaning)" 17 min. $125.00

KAB- 03 "Paint Gun Operation" 18 min. $125.00

KAB- 06 "Spray Techniques"
13 min. $125.00

KTI- 40 "Masking"
13 min. $30.00

KTI- 99 "Pre-Cleaning" 7 min. $30.00

KTI-109 "Prei.Primer Sanding of Fill' Material" 7min. $30.00

KAB- 07 "Sanding and Grit Selection"
6 min. $125.00

KAB- 08 "Sanding Types"
18 min. $125.00

KTI-100 "Finill Sanding" , 7 min. $30.00

KTI- 26 "Color Sanding and Compounding" 14 min. $30.00

. ._ ..._

1INIT 24 METAL STRAIGHTENING AND ALIGNMENT,

14 min. $30.00KTI- 61 "Automotive Sheet Metal"

KTI- 63 "Manufacturing Sheet Metal" 11 min. $30.00.

KTI- 64 "Gaining Strength" 9. min. $30.00

KTI- 67'9 "Sheet Metal Upset"
11 min. $30.00

KTI- 66 "Metal Stretch"
13 min. $30.00

,

KTI- 65 "Work Hardenin ' , 10 min. $30.00,

KTI- 77 "Basic Hand Shaping Tools" .11 min. $30.00

KTI- 78 "Open Fender Repair Straightening"
31 min. $50.00'

KTI-112 "Grinding Techniques" 10 min. $30.00

KTE- 79 "How to Gain Access" 11 min. f90.00

KTI- 81 "Rear-end Collision Unitized Body" 14 min. $30.00

KTI- 84 "Tension Hook-Up and Accessories" 8 min. $30.00



VIDEOTAPES'

Here KirkwoOd Catalog. Number and Videotape Title Length Cost \

UNIT 25 BODY FILLERS

KTI- 25 "Application of Plastic Filler" 25 min. $50.00;

KTI- 23 "Plastic Filler"
13 min. $30.00

KTI- 27 mIeading Application"
14 min.. $30.00-

KTI- 30 "Use of Metal Conditioners with Lead and

Plastic Fillers"

15 min. $30.00

PLEASE NOTE that only videotaPes with the "KTI" prefix to their catalog

numberwere developed under the FIPSE Federal Grant; thope tapes with

"KAB" prefixes were developed by Kirkwood and are therefore priced`

commercially, whereas tapes developed:Under FIPSE-are-priced on a cost-

recoyery basis.

_ALSO-NOTE that the package of written instructionalmaterials is.a

master copyand that you do have our permission to duplicate the

written materials -for use in'Your classroom.

MAIL ORDER BLANK AND CHECK/PURCHASE ORDER T

Kirkwood Bookstore,
Kirkwood Community College
6301 Kirkwood Blvd.,
P.O. Box 2068:
Cedar Rapids, a 52406

-Total.

#.

..Taped Make check or purchase ordar payable to :,

Total
cost

of tapes.

Kirkwood Bookstpre

'If purchasing package'of written'instructiOnal materials add $20.25

74

TOTAL ORDER:



..

ORDER FORM FOR OFFICE EDUCATION PROGRAM MATERIALS

.. Print Materials
:Order

Here Print Materials by Course , - -Cost
.

.. FILING includes:
'

Unit I. Alphabetic Filing Rules, Names of Individuals
Unit I. Alphabetic Filing' Rules, Names of Businesses
Unit III. Alphabetic Filing Rules for Other Names

$ 4.60
:__

OFFICE MACHINES includes: ,
.

Unit I. Canon 1010 and 1212 Electronic Calculator
Unit. II. Monroe 1410 and 1430 Electronic Calculator
Unit III. Full Keyboard Adding Machine
Unit IV. Printing Calculator (Mechanical). .

Unit V. Ten-Key. Adding Machine (Mechanical)

$13.90

.

.

TRANSCRIBING. MACHINES includes: ,

.

3 complete units Of .5 lessons each includin§ objective
sheets, assignment sheets, and progress checks. Course
is in conjunction with text and materials from .

.
.

.

,..

.400 1

TYPING includes:
'. Use of the IBM,Executive Typewriter

0

. Handbook of Policies and Procedures of Individual
Learning. Center

.

4.00

.

.

PLEASE -NOTE that the print materials are master copies and that you do have
our permission to duplicate the written materials for use in your classroom.

Videota es
Order
Here, Kirkwood Catalo

,

allumber and Tale Title

...FILING

KBU- 44 'Filing: Rules for Names of Individuals

Length

18 Min,

--

Cost

$30.00
/

KBU- 45 ',Filing: Rules for Business Name S 18 min. $30.00

KBU- 46 Filing: Rules for Other Names 4 17 min. $30.00

\ OFFICE _MACHINE5
KBU- 71 Office Machines:* Simple Inte-est--360-Day

. . Method

1

12 min. $30.00

. . KBU- 72 Office Machines: Simple Interest--Finding the
Principal\ - 12 min. '$30.00

KBU- 73 Office Machines: Simple Interest--,Finding the

Tin, , 13 min.

.

$30.00

4.
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HAere Kirkwood Catal&g Number and Tape Title ,

.1' --OFFICE MACHINESLCONTN. ,,

---1--'
Length

12 min.

Cost-

$30.00
. KBU- 74 Office Machines : : Simple Interestfinding the

Rate
'' -.4r.

KBU- 76 Office M4dhines: Simple interetExact Days and.
-"Exact Interest 12 min:

., .

$30:00

.1(11U- 77 Office Machines: Compound Annual Interest 14 min. $30.00

,--.
KBU- 78 OffiCe Machines: Compound Semiannual Interest 14 min. $30.00

KBU- 79 Office Machines: Markup. Based on Cost and on

Selling Price- 13 min. .1304g;

KBU- 80 Office Machines.: Bank Reconciliation 11 min. 130.00 I.

ACBUf 81 Office Machines: DivisionOlivetti Divisuma 24
Printing Ca3culatOr . 18 min.. $30.00

KBU- 82 Office Machines: Division.--Monroe 570 Printing

Calculator 22inin. $50.00

KBU- 83 Office Machines: Amount and Percent f 'Increase..

or Decrease 10 min . $30.00:.

KBU -.84 Office Machines: Reciprocal Method of Constant
Division-Mechanical Printing Calculators 11 min. $30.00 .

KBU- 85' Office. Machines: Proration-'-Indirect Method
..,-

12 min. $30.00

.

-KBU- 86 Office Machines: Proration -- Direct Methdd 8 min. $30.00

.

KBU- 87, Office Machines: 'TaxetDetermining Am4unt of
Real'Estate Taxes , 10 min. $30.00

. KBU- 88 Office'Machines: Taxes -- Determining the Real

f-. Estate Tax Rate . 6 Min. $30.00

-
KBU- 09 Office Machines: TaxesDetermining Total

Assessed Valuation. 6 min.
,

, .

;,,,

$30.00

KBU- 90 Office'Machines: Payroll-!-Dross Earnings . '9 min. ,$30:00

KBU- 91 Office Machines: 'Payroll-A-et Earnings 12 min. .$30.00

KBU-,.92 Office Machines: Memory Features on Canon 1010 115 min. $30.00

.KBD-293 'Office Machines: MeMory (Accumulator Features on
Monroe 1410 0 14 min". $30.00

, .

KBU -. 94 OffiCe Machines: Sequentials.on.Canon.1010 12 Min: $30.00

KBU- 95 Office Machines: SeqUentialS on Monroe 1410 12 min. $30.00
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, . -

-___. __

KirkWood Catalog Numbe and rape Title. Length.. .' Cost..

OFFICE MACHINES CONTD. .

12 min. $30.00
KBU- 96 Office Machines: Touch.Addition for Ten-Key

Adders and Calculators

KBU- 97. Office MaChines:. Repeated Addition MultipliCation
. on Ten -Key Adding Machine 12' min. $3000

KBU- 98 Office.Machines: Percent of karkup Based on Cost
or on Selling Price.. , 9.min. $30:00

KBU- 99 Office Machines:'; Cash,DiscoUnt--biscoants and Net.
Amounts . 8 min. $30..00

KBU-100 Office Machines: Trade Discount -- Single Discounts,
.. Chain Discounts, and Net AmountS . 13 min. $30.00

KBU -101 -Office'Machines: Shortcut Multiplication on the
. Ten-Key Adding Machine 10 min. 30.00

KBU-102 Office Machines: Discounting Notes 6 min. $30.00

KBU-103 Office Madhines: Automatic Processes -- Monroe 570 13 min. $30.00.

KBU-104' Office Machines: AutoMatic Processes-41ivetti D24
.-7,

14 min. .$30.00

RANSCRIBING MACHINES

17 min
7

. $ 0.'00
KBU-,32 Operating Instructions for.the Dictaphone:,

Dictasette Transcribing Machine,

KBU- 41 Operating Instructions for the IBM Executary
Models 212 and 213 Transcribing Machine 19 min: 130.00

KBU- 42 Operating Instructions for the Lanier_Edisette-.-
1977 Transdribing-Mathin--- .19 min.. $3000

KBU- 47 Introduction to Transcribing Machines 17 mfn.. $30.00

`KBU-'54 Methods of Correcting Typing Errors 10 min. '$30.00

KBU- 55 Unit Procedures for Transcribing Machines 10 min. -$30.00'

KBU- 57 .How to '?Pad Indicator Slips for .Transcribing
Machine: 8 min. $30.-00

KBU--58 ow to Dictate on.a Dictating Machine 15 min. $30.00

TYPING (Executive Tygewriter) -

15min. $30.00KTY-101 The Machine.and'Its Parts, Part 4.

KTY-102 The Machine and Its Parts: Part II. and Margins 13 min. $30.00'

KTY-103 Other typewriter Parts, Setting Tab. Stops, and
Typing Columns of'Figures 13..min': $30.00



Order.
;j1ere

. l',.. .. .

KirkwOod'Catalog Number and Tape Title Length Cost

.. TYPING CONTD.

15'thin.

4.

$30.00
.K1I.-.105 Horizontal and Vertical Centering and Setting

Up Tabulations.

,KTY'-106 .Erasing and Correcting Errors, Shadow Printing
and Justifying 17 min: $30.00

SPECIALITY TYPING 1.

4min. $30.00KBU-107 Insurance TyPewriting-Introduction

KBU-108. Insurance Typewriting-Autd Insurance 12 min. *$30.00

KBU -109 -InsuranceTypewriting-Homeowner's Insurance 11'min. $30..00

1(iil110.. Insurance Typewriting-Fire Insurance 7 min.. $30.00,

KBU-124 InsUrance-Typewritipm-Life Insurance 10.min. $30.00'

..KBU-125 _Insurance Typewriting-Health insurance _7 min. $3000

KBU-126 Insurance Typewriting- Inland Marine Insurance 10.,min.
.,_
$30.00

KBU-127 Legal Typing-Course Introduction 17 min, '$30.00

KBU.-128 Legal Typing-A' Lawyer Defines a Good Legal
Secretary - - 11 min. $30.00_

KBU -111 Medical Typing-Introduction 6 min. $30.00 _ --

011112 Medical TYping-Medical Records- 12 min. 130.00-

KBU-113. Medical Typiny:History and Physical 12 min, $30.00

KBU-114. Medical Typing-Radiology 16 min'. $0:00

KBU -115 Medical Typing-ConsultationReport 4 min. $30.00

KBU-116 Medical Typing - Discharge Summary or Clinical Resume 6 mjn. $30.00- '

KBU-117 Medical Typing-Laboratory. 17 min. $30.00.

KBU -118 Medical Typing- Operative Report- 4 min. $30.00.

KBU-119 Medical Typing-Electroentepnalogram 6 min. 13000.

REPROGRAPHICS
KBU--..27 Reprographics:.- Preparation°of the SpiritAaster 19,min. $30.00

KBU- 28 Reprographics: Operation of the Spirit Duplicator 9.min. $30.00

KBUE:33 Reprographics: .Preparation of the Mimeograph

. Stencil / 18 min. .$30.00..

KBU- 37 Reprographics,: Operation of,the MiMeograph

Duplicator, ,

15 min. $30.00
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Kirkwood Catalog Number'and Tape Title Len th

.

Cost .

,
MISCELLANEOUS ..

30 mini

-- . ..

$50.00 _
KBU- 36 The Employment Interview.: What It Takes to Get

the'Position

Op, 19: Postal Information, for Secretaries 60 Min. $50.00

Total
.Tapes

COurses .Make Check Purchase Order Payable to:

Kirkwood Bookstore

Total Vint
of order.

Mail your order- form and check/purchase order to:

Kirkwood Bookstore
Kirkwood Community College
6301.Kirkwood Blvd., S.W.
P,O. Box 2068
Cedar Rapfds, IA 52406

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE



KIRKWOODPRODUCED VIDEOTAPES (FIPSE)

AGR1tULTURE

Farm Poer and Tractor &_Machine Maneuvers
Tractors HydrauliC .

. _ #--
.nitr4mervts. and Guages.

EngineS.by Fuel Type
, Understanding Tractor Transmissions,

Identification df:Trattor Components and 'COntr0,1s

Tractor Electrical System
'Tractor. Prestart Checkout

'.-TractorAubrication SysteM
Trattor Hydraulic System
Tractor Cooling System

DATA0PROCESSING.

Blockedilecords on Magnetic. Tape.
Cobol/..10. Control Interfate
The Cobol Perform Verb

ENVIROPIMENTAL HEALTH

Well Drilling Series #1: Sanitary Layout and Design

Considerations
Well Drilling Series #2,.: Set-up and Initial Drilling

*11 Drilling Seri-es #5: Final DriAling, Disinfecting
and Grouting

Well. Drilling Series #4: Inttalling the Oitless Unit,

Pump, and Pressure Tank
Sampling Private Water Suppliei
Reconstructing an Unsafe Water Well
Field Testing for Bac:--rial Qualiiy
Soil Profiles, and Factors of Formation

KAG-40
. KAG41
KAG-77
KAG-78
KAG -80.

KAG-81
KAG-82
KAG-83
KAG-84
KAG -85

KAG-86

KDP-I1
:KDP,12.

KDP-13

rp

KEN-61
K111762

KEH-63-

1H-64
KEH45
KEH-66--
KEH=6b

--KEH-102

APPEND:X



6330-A70147-7/78-.

REPORT O EXTERNAL EVALUATION TEAMHVISIT.
Kirkwopa CoMmunity College

FUND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF POST,-SECONDARY-EDUCATION
. (FIPSE) PROjECT ;

. Nay 22, 1978 1

*et

it

Kirkwood CoMMunity College will completethe grant to iden-,

tify *competencies and implement' a pilot program by June po, 196,
-

An evaluation team Consisting:of. Iiiya-Department of Public.

:struction'eonsulta+ .has evalUated.theproject-ai the :end

' each year These e'vEduationrePorts are on file at:the.depart--

ment and-at Kirkwood.COmmunity College Team members from the

.: department anddates of visitation were as follOire:.

May 22_.

May 22

May 22

May 26

June 22

Agriculture Program. -- Jerry Lamers

Trade & IndUstrial Program --, Dale Harris

Busine§s and Office Program -- Don Smith

Personal Achievement Program - -, Silly Ihde

Hea10.0cdugations Program -- Richard Gamel.

The written reports of each of theconsultants follows with

the exception of Trade and Industrial. Mr. Dale Harris has left

the department and no final, report will be available for this

area

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS

Outstanding progress is evident during" past year in the

development and implementation ofthe agricultural mechanics'''.

'modules. This progress was facilitated by the commitment of
. 0

the F.I.R.S.E. Project, and agricultural education

staff and the occupying of Washington Hall--Kirkwood Ag Service

Center. The developmentof the F.I,P.S.E. ag mechanics modules

and the occupying of Washington Hall will a.11ow Kirkwood to serve

.APPENDIX r
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students from all agricultural programs and services in tie 'area of

.ag mechanics. Thf's Si--viCewill be providedeby individual lear

packages; small. giodp instruction around equipment, materials

and facilities flr non-traditional as well astfaditional in true-
.

tioti)in ag.mechanicsareasi. N

ArWenty-onecurriculum modules were developed during 1976-77

.
and-integrated into existing courses during the first through.

the third quafters,1977-78. Reports indicate'satisfaction

with the mOdulesinaking, ite easier and for more students to leave
..

'the.courses with higher skill-level in the area of ag mechanics.

In August of 1977, eight more curriculum instruction areas
. . k

were identified to be developed for N.I.P.S.E. 1977-78. These

activities are to be designed.for use in:thp multi -purpose room
.

Of Washington Hall and Rural Building gonstruction facilities.

Tk4SeJelght instruction areaspare as: follows:

1:, Electriicgal Polrier.
c

2. Plumbing and Heating

3. Tool. Reconditioning

,4. Engine Maintenance-

5. Power Equipment Operation

6. Farm Facility Autornation

. Carpentry

8. Concrete

Presently, occupational

for seven of the areas.-

competencies are being

A

The Power Equipment Operation area is the first of

dated

/
eight to be developed.. c..Presently, modules are designed a two-,

r

level bagis with 12 units being deVeloped on seven different



7ower units.

Observations

1. AS mentioned earli r ihthe report, outstanding pro ress

-is noted and I commend the staff and "Kirkwood" for their commit

ment. This progress is no doubt due to the arrangement of having .

a person, Gary Goodlove, relspOnsible for coordinating the de .elop-

ment as well asAlaving adequate time committed to-the projed-L

2. An early review stressed, the impOrtance of keeping the

on_theprojpet.... With tile large number

Of staff members, as well as their program And. curriculum respon-
I

entire, ag staff informed

sibilities, this is not always easy. When visiting with the ag

staf-f, indications are that they feel they are better informed'

on the development status of the modules:'

3.. Members: of the ag staff have .been provided the opportunity,

to participate in in-service meetings on the material developed

and how the modules could be iacorrorated in the present curricu-
:_,

IunV

Recommendations

1.. Every avenue must 5e explored to continue the 'financial

support toward the devo: :went and implementations of the ag

mechanics modules. The past year has proven'what quality and

quantity of material can be developed when adequate finandes

and personnel are available.

2. As the Kirkwood Ag SerVice Center becomes settled .and

modules are developed and categoiized, consideration should be

Oven to further; expanding the concept of having an instructor

or. instructors delivering specific modules in the center tb alp
.

students'regardless of the programa'.

83
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tural department, especially, duet o the progran location. This

concept would allow for greater specialization o instruction in

all program areas and in return/sgOuid provide h' her quality

instruction.

3. In-service to staff and students shou1.d be continued

to Insure that they are informed on what is availabl= and the

proper usage.

4. Another strong aspect the past two ye rs has oeen the

validation of competencies needed for entering the spec:fic

occupation area. This process.has helped to liminate-O\ut of

the curriculum "unnecessary or less important competenci "

Therefore, allowing forore additional time to increase rain-

ing in the areas identified.

Summary

The development of the modules,in the F.I.P..E Proje t

the f5aist two years should raise the, quality of the ag.mechaics
L

r orinstrUction at Kirkwood as well as for futue implications r

,
i

,

instruction in the'State of Iowa. "This:progress is not only
1

F.I.P.S.E. Project, b tdue to the opportunity provided by the F.I.P
i

to the commitment of F.I.P.S.E. and agricultural staff and a

miniStrative personnel at Kirkwood Community College. Those

of, tSwho have had the opportunity to view the project frbm

' I

the "outside" commend all involved.

As is often-the situation, projects/and their funds seem

,

tart
0

to end just as the .long-,term benefits st'art to appear. There

1

t1'.foreI would.hope'that the commitment to date could be cOntin ed

i

.

by Some means at Kirkwood.. This development'would provide for,

quaity mechamicS instruction. m agriculture on a ,program c_
. 1

I

.
.

,

individual basis from-the preparatory to Vie
I

supplementa7 stages

41



of ag education.

OFFICE EDUCATION

The Office Education Department has developed seventy-one

tapes and nineteen modules during their two years of involvement'
#

in the F.I.P.S.E. grant. This, of course, does.not in lude the,

many commercial tapes and materials they have purchased and

adapted for their use. Tpe cooperation tand.enthuciiam of the

total Office Education'staff is evident. through their partici-

pation in the project.

The utilization of these "materiels has been enhanced with
O

the new lab available for office education. All programs and

instructors are now located around the lab which should allow

easier access and coordination of programs And instructional.

materials.

The work of Donna Madsen as the lead curriculum developer

is evident in the amount and quality of materials developed.
-,

Student evaluations of the method of instruction'and' materials

developed "indicate.-that students learn just as well as using

traditional methods, but that they seem more at ease, more

comfortable with.tHe.individualized method of learning. Al-

though much of this may be attributable to instructor expertise,

the materials developed and the way they are used must have-a

, large bearing on the student, learner.

The Office Education Department expressed the Intent to

continue using the materials developed, evaluating the results
.

. .

and revising where necessary. All'core subjects have been com-

pleted'and any additional work on CBE will take place in the

specialty.areas such as medical typing, legal typing, etc.

:s

-A .

P



The one concern expreSsed by the-curriculum developer was

the "how to" of using some of the materials. This is .a valid.

'concern and like any new tool, a users manual should be develop-..

ed so that all Instructors teaching these subjects Will have a

reference source ielorder ta use the materials approPriately.

DATA PROCESSING

The Data. Processing Department has developed partial modules

in eight courses. They currently include only the course Out-

lines and some .coMpetenCy based objectives. Mucb needs to be

done in both student and instructional materials for_these

modules.
e

The.Department has been involved in.a majbr curriculuth

change in the last few months and this will continue to be a

probleM in the next few months until the new system is at 100%

operation and the instructional staff has been-through the en-

tire curriculum at least once:

Many of the courses do not have adequate commercial text.

material for gtudeht use, Too often, IBM materials are relied.

upon for student and instructional use. It is imperative that
A

all Staffget .inVolved.in 'curriculum development in order to

solve this problems. After discussiqp with theData Processing

curriculum developer, it appears that the rest of the Data'

.Processing staff has become more receptive to the potential

system ,they may have.

The Department'in,dicates a commitment to continue on their

$ own. With the help of all Data Processing instructional staff,

the necessary student and teacher.materials may be developed.



DEVELOPMENTAL' LEARNING COMPONENT (PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT
PROGRAM)°

KirkWood Community College has done an excellent job

of integrating the mathematics and reading components of its

developmeTtal learning project into a total prograM aimed at

assisting students who formerly, have not achieved well aca-

demically_

The first .obvious exampleof this integration appears.
.

in the succesSfUldevelopMent of reading and 'mathematical

exercises related directly to the student's chosen vocational

field. In addition, Kirkwood has. added at its own costa"

developmental writing. program to assist students in improving'

their writing sills Exercises in this 'Component also relate

to a student's vocational interest.

But perhaps the most Significant aspect of the integration

is the "total student" philosophy which pervades the departMent.

The department counselorS.and instructors work cooperatively

to help students develop personal responsibility for their

actions.' Thus, studen.%s'are treated as totn1 human beings

and.their performance in instructional components of the

programis seen as a part of their performance as total human
o

beings. Success groups are run by the department counselors

to help studeptS 2ccept responsibility for their actions and

to.work at achieving academic success.

The following objectives for the developmental program

were proposed by Kirkwood Community ,College third year.



After listing each objective I'will comment on the progress

of members in meeting that objective.

Objective One

The developmental program will continue to be piloted

during.the third year with the majority of te staff supported

by institutional funds, as anticipated at this time.

Comment:

Various budgetary constraints kept Kirkwood from putting

the majority of the staff on institutional funds. The equiva-.

lent of eleven full-time persons worked in the Personal

Achievement Departmentduring fiscal year 1978. Four of .these

.geople were on FIPSE funds, two and one-half were on CETA

funds and, one on an Indo-chinese grant. Thus, approximately

three and ore-half were on institutional funding.

Objective Two

Curriculum and tests will continue to be revised where

appropriate, and\the pre-post test evaluation of the .program

will continue.

Comment:

The Personal, Achievement math aff developed a resource

guide covering the basic mathemati skills most often taught

in. Personal Achievement math. This guide provided a cross

reference among the six main resource materials and the basic

mathematical-skills of whole numbers, fractions, C9cimals;

ratios, percei-.t, and word problems. This cross reU4vence will

allow both students and instructors to find more Feaaily

additional materials Tor instruction. In addition, the staff

o.



members worked closely with the science department in order

to develop-additional ways to help science students with

their' math. weaknesses. As a result staff'thembers developed

a pretest involving fractions, decimals, ratios and propor-

tions, and probabilities to give to students at\the beginning

of each quarter. Mini- courses were set up to assist students

in achieving competencies in their weak areas.

The staff alSo developed,a series of twelve worksheets to

help nursing students with metrblogy. c,The worksheets inclded

sample problems, explanations of problems, and additional \\

problems for the student to work. These worksheets are used \

with pre-nursing students, students currently taking metrology, \\

and students who have completed metrology but still have some

difficulty with the concepts presented.

Tche staff also continued to collect statistical data on

Personal Achievement math students. A large sample of student

pre and post-test scores for the computations tgsts were com-

Diled and the percentile rankings for Kirkwood students were

computed andgraphed so as to be compared with national

percentile ranks.

The staff also developed film strips and worksheetS to

assist students with metrics.

The reading staff members zontinued,to develop the_

present. reading' curriculum. Additicnal packets were croated;

all pre-post test and answer keys for developed materials were

reviewed, revised, written, printed, and incorporated into the

packets; a question and answer file for the Comprehension
"



Materials was developed; and study skills materials were

collected, organized, and implemented into study skills

course. In addition, tape materials were purchaSed for

thinking, listening, and study skills:

The reading. staff members also continued to administer

:pre-post testevaluation of student skills; and held confer-

ences with all incoming and outgoing students to discuss

their needs and accoMplishments.°

Objective Three

It is anticipated the developmental programwill serve

two hundred students the third year.

'Comment:

,

Staff members-in'the Personal Achilvement D4partment far

exceeded the goal of serving at least 200 students during the

third year of the FIPSE grant, perhapS.because the top

priority of the staff appears to have been service to students.

In the fall clilarter 60 students were served in reading, 77 in

math, and 41 in writing, accounting for a total of 178 students.

In the .winter eluarter 48 students were served in ,reading, 47 in

math,. and 26 in writing, accounting for 121. students. Andin

the spring.quarter56 students were served in reading; 65: in

Math; and 23- reading, accounting for 144 students. Thus, the

total for' the year was 443 studentsin the regular programs.

Numerous other students were served for briefer amounts .of

time and wdrked with the Personal Achievement Department

coUnselor-either individually or in success gri,ups

b 0



:Student evaluations of the various components of the

3gram were quite positive..

Objective Four

The developmental-staff will prepare brief written

descriptions' of their programs and mail descriptive materials

with approval of the 1und, to at least 200 community colleges

in the United States. The staff-will make its evaluation

results known in the descriptive materials.

Comment:.

The Personal Achievement staff members were-quite

energetic in disseminating information aboUt the program.
v

Kirkwood sent its' mailing to all ACCTion consortium

schools, all Iowa community colleges, and selected other

schools known to be _committed to developmental education.

Descriptive brochures were not only mailed, but were
O

disseminated at various types of conferences throughout the

country. Staff members made major presentations at the

National Developmental Conference, Annual. Convention of the

American Association of Community-and JuniorColleges, the

International Reading Association at both the regional and

national level, the Iowa Association lOr Life Long Learning,

and the Iowa Area School Learning Association meeting.

-B. .A presentation was also made to twenty participants

at the ACCTion competencyApased education workshop in Cedar

Rapids about the developed materials and reading procedures.

presentationspresentations were made to the Trades and Industry and
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Lndustrial Arts Council in Waterloo on reading inthe content

area.

The staff provided the three workshops on'a regional

basis to Iowa community colleges and vocational-techtical

institutes. One was held at Kirkwood, one at Hawkeye

Institute of Technology in Waterloo, and one at Iowa Western

Community College in Council Bluffs. At the latter many

individuals from two-year institutions in 1- ra-ska attended.

C. Staff members have also published articles in four

professional publications concerning the lab and develoPed

materials.'

Objective Five

Personnel froM other institutions will be decouraged to

.visit Kirkwood to study its developmental program.

Comment:

Numerous institutions, particularly from community colleges

and vocational-technical institutions in Iowa, have visited

the Personal Achievement Department at Kirkwood Community

College. As a°result of these visits, it is evident tht the

work being done there is bping utilized at other institutions.
T.

For instance, Hawkeye Institute of Technology in Waterloo,

Iowa,. has made devplopmental learning a top*priority in the

coming years and in developing Iheicown particular ,program

is utilizing much of the Kirkwood materials.

Kirkwood hais. not'only worked with personnel from other

institutions but has continued its very intensive in-service'

training program for Kirkwood 4.nstructors. Staff members have

92
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continued the readab1Ility service to any staff member. at

Kirkwood and have done. 20 readabilities for Kirkwood
.staftS

Kawkeye Tech, and a Senate hearing. The.stafjf has also

.designed a neW,readability form.

Sessions Oninservice reading training were offered.

for new staff members and other interested people. A session

was given concerning text evaluation and recognition of student

-reading problemS. Litaff members have worked with indiVidual

instructors in the use of.guided reading procedures and have

examined reading material, study guides, and tests. Staff

members have also assisted in the selection of text oks

for vocational and arts and sciences classes:

Objective Six
1'

Kirkwood will duplicate on a cost basis any of the

developmental materials requested by other institutions.

ats.Comment: l

Staff members had mail order bla. printed for ordering

pickets. A system for,'Sales and mailing at cost was set 0

with-thecampus bookstore, and all 'orders went to the book7

store where all. mailing and record keeping was.done. The

bookstore staff kept a log of ordering institutions. ThiS

log indicates that over 70 institutions have been impacted

by the dissemination program,--andmamy inoreInclividua± .

At" the preSent time. a second printing_ha§. taken place, and
:I

"the demand continues. ° t'

To summarize the work dale by: staff" memberSPin

mental Learning component of the. FIPRE grant has been vital
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to the success of many students at Kirkwood, and because of

the highly effective dissemination effort of the staff meiriberC

the quality materials and effective approach to students is-7

being implemented into many developmental programs in Iowa

and elsewhere.

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS. C.)

Due to a conflict in schedules, I was unable to visit with

.

t 4

the F.I.P.S.E. External Evaluation Team on May 22. This was re-

scheduled for June 22 :Margaret Poorman and Randy Fleckenstei

of the F.I.P.S.E. Project reviewed for me the overview of F.I.P.S.E.

status to date. I then met, with. personnel in the environmental

health and medical assisting programs.

In both programs the, major goals of the F.I'.P.S.E.'Grant

Project have been met satisfactorily. Program, faculty from en-

iironmentaL health and medical assisting directly involved with

F.I.P.S.E. are to be commended for their efforts.

Environmental Health

The projectedenrollment increase-rfrom 13 to 26 students.

has not been realized. There are approximately 11 students

currently in the program, shoWing a.slight decrease from the

FY 76 enrollment. .Efforts directed.at counseling and orienta-

tion or perspective students need to be undertaken in order to

reduce attrition and stimulate career interest. Ali courses

have been modularized and it is reported that the students are

acceptin'g the curriculum as well`ae.xpected, with few problems.

The, real impact.of the program vision is expected to- be felt,

during the 1978-79 school year: edia is expensive and needs

modification -and it is reported by the coordinator that such
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will be accomplished. Tfca 'sferai ity of courses and' electives

are unquestionably an iss&t tb Ole new program design. Dissemin-

ation, within the institution and outside the state has begun.

Examples are the modules on fool suppli s and water.

Medical'Assisting

o. Enrolment has been increased slightly since fiscal year

76.: The potential to enrol 70 students is present, however.

This is near the FY 78pro ections listed in the F.I.P.S.E.

goals. There are Currently 45'students in the. program with

eight hy.ving,dropped since t' ibisSion last fall. All-

courses in phe medical assistant series have been mqdhlai.j.ed

with Media developed for each. Several in the related area

are being on presently. It is reported that the. stu,-:

i

- .

dents are' satisfied with-the modigied curriculum preseLtlir.

in imiaementation. Dissemination has begun both externally
,

,

\ _

and internally. As a result of sharing the experiencesand-
,. !

_

materials,at a national meeting and workshop for_medical as-

sistant. educators, numerous requests have come from put of
.6

state fof.purchase of materials. As'a result of Mary Early's
r

presentatiHr at the national meetiv in California, 20 plus

letters of inquiry haVe been! made to Kirkwood for medical

assisting materials.

4

,
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PROJECT SUMMARY

. /

repot concludes the Department's externa=l. evaluation
! .

of the FIPSP project at Kirkwood Community College. The process

and the-resulting curriculum materials will enhance the voca-

tional programs Offered at the college. Although direct funds

are no longer available, it is evident Kirkwood Community Ctollege

will make every effort to continue curriculum improveMents

cause of the success of thics Project.

-

The consultants of the0owa Department of Public Instruction

have tlel very complementary of this project. The resulting

curriculim improvements have been viewed by many Ipwa schools

nroughO'Consul nt and project director efforts to publicize

thege Materials. The dissemination of the curriculum materials

/

will 13e acontinuing process by KirkWood Community College and-

.

-,
/

/

the DepartMent of Public Instruction to improve post-secondary

/

e

'vocational education.

.
.

0.

6
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The one concern expressed by the curriculum developer was

the "how to" of using some of the materials. This is a valid

concern and like any new tool, a user's manual should be develop-

ed so that all instructors teaching these subjects will have a

reference source in order to use the materials appropriately.

DATA PROCESSING

The Data Processing Department has developed partial modules

in eight courses. They currently include only the course out-

lines and some competency based objectives. Much needs to be

done in both student and instructional materials for these

modules.

The Department has been involved in a major curriculum

change in the last few months and this will continue to be a

problem in the next few months until the new system is at 100%

operation and the instructional staff has been through the en-

tire curriculum at least once.

Many of the courses do not have adequate commercial text

material for studeht use. Too often, IBM materials are relied

upon for student and instructional use. It is imperative that

all staff get involved in curriculum development in order to

solve this problem,. 'After discussion with the Data Processing

curriculum developei, it appears that the rest of the Data

Processing staff has become more receptive to the potential

system they may have.

The Department indicates a commitment to continue on their

own. With the help of all Data Processing instructional staff,

the necessary student and teacher materials may be developed.



NAME

ADDRESS

KIRKWOOD PROGRAM

ADVISORY COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE.
-44

1. How many times did your advisory committee meet during the academic
year 1977-78?

A. We did not meet at all
B. Once
C. 2-3 times
D. 4-5 times
E. 6 or more times

2. In your capacity as an advisory committee member do you feel adequately
informed about the curriculum being taught in your program?

A. Yes; I definitely feel adequately, informed
B. Yes; generally I feel adequately informed
C. I have no opinion in this matter
D. No; generally I do not feel adequately informed
E. No; I definitely do not feel adequately informed

3. Do you feel that the pilOgram's educational goals and objectives are
realistic ?`

r{

A. Yes; I definitely feel that they are realistic
B. Yes; generally I feel that they are realistic
C. I do not know what the educational goals and objectives are
D. No; generally I feel that they are not realistic
E. No; I definitely feel that they are not realistic

4. Do you feel that the educational goals and objectives of your program
are being. adequately met?

A. Yes; I definitely feel that they are being met
B. Yes; generally I feel that they are being met
C. I do not know what the educational goals and objectives are
D. No; generally I feel that they are not beingmet
E. No; I definitely feel that they are not being met

5. Do you feel that suggestions for program changes made by committee
members are being given serious consideration by the program coordinator
and the instructional staff?

A. Yes; suggestions are given serious consideration as much as is
possible

B. Yes; suggestions are given serious consideration most of the time
C. Suggestions are given serious consideration only occasionally
D. No; suggestions are not given serious consideration as much as

I would like
E. No; suggestions are not ever given serious consideration

.APPENDIX G
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6. Do you feel that suggestions for reasonable curriculum changes made by
committee members are being put into action?

A. Yes; suggestions are being put into action as much as is possible
B. Yes; suggestions are being put into action most of the time
C. Suggestions are being put into action only occasionally
D. No; suggestions are not being put into action as much as I would

like
E. No; suggestions are not being put into action at all

7. Since you have become a member of your advisory committee, have any
noticeable changes been made in the curriculum or subject content of
your program?

A. Yes; there definitely have been noticeable changes
B. Yes; generally there have been noticeable Changes
C. I do not have an opinion in this matter
D. No; generally there have not been noticeable changes
E. No; there definitely have not been noticeable changes

8. Do you feel that there will be a need in the next five years for
students trained in this vocational area?

A. Yes; there will be greatly expanded employment possibilities
B. Yes; there will be a slight growth of employment possibilities
C. Yes; there will be a need, but no foreseeable increase in

employment possibilities
D. No; there will be a slight decrease in employment possibilities
E. No; there will be a large decrease in employment possibilities

9. Do you feel that the students graduating from this program possess the
knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to successfully enter into
and. advance in this occupational area?

A. Yes; these students definitely possess the skills, knowledge and
attitudes necessary for entry and advancement

B. Yes; these students generally possess the necessary skills, know-
ledge and attitudes.

C. I do not have an opinion in this matter
D. No; these students generally do notpossess the necessary skills,

knowledge and attitudes
E. No; these students definitely do not possess the necessary skills,

knowledge and attitudes

LO. If you answered Question #9 with a D or an E, please comment on what
skills, knowledge or attitudes are lacking in t.hese students.
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11. Would you hire a student who has completed the program for which you
are an advisory committee member?

A. Yes; I would definitely hire a student who has completed this
program

B. Yes; / would probably hire a student who has completed this
program

C. I don't know
D. No; I would probably not hire a student who has completed this

program
E. No; I would definitely not hire a student who has completed this

program

12. If you answered. Question #11 with a D or an E, please comment on why
you would not hire a student from the program.

The following is a list of activities with which the advisory committee
is likely to be concerned. Would you please indicate the degree to
which you believe your advisory committee has been involved in these

activities. Circle the appropriate letter.

A = greatly
B = moderately
C = infrequently
D = rarely
E = never

1. Advice as to general training policies A\B C D E

2. Advice on qualifications of teachers A B C D E

3. Assist in planning the course curriculum ABCDE
4. Assist in the placement of students A B C D E

5. Advice as to adequacy and appropriateness of
facilities and equipment A B C D E

6. Assist instructors in relating instruction to the
needs of the community A B C D E

7. Recommend criteria for evaluation of programs ABCDE
8. Assist in the development of a good public relations.

program ABCDE



Dear Student, Cf

LIKERT

COURSE SURVEY

Research Dept.

We need your help in our effort to,,provide the highest quality of
education at Kirkwood Community College. We would,like to determine through
an analysis of the present situation what IRathod of instruction is the best
`one to employ. That is why we have come to you-.for information. "Method
of instruction" does not refer to what is being taught, but rather to the
manner or way in which it is being taught.- Please try to be as honest as
you can in answering these questiOns. Your cooperatiori will be instru-
mental in aiding us to maximize the quality of instruction,at Kirkwood.

Thank you for yoUr help.

DIRECTIONS

1. Please use a SOFT (#2) pencil.

2. Do not write your name on the answer sheet. Instead of your name,
write in the boxes provided. for. name, the name of your program of
study. For example, Auto Collision, Medical Assistant, etc.

3. Write, in the indicated place on the answer sheet, the name of your
instructor and the name of your class.

4. Begin with, Question #1, and remember-to move horizontally across the
answer sheet.

1'. With the method of instruction used in this class I am treated as. an
individual.

A. True,, all of the time
B. True, most of the time
C. True, only some of the time
-D. Seldom true
E. Never true

2. Does the method of instruction used in this class permit students to
progress at their own rate?

A. Yes, definitely
B. Yes, to some degree
C.' I don't know
D. No, it tends to-keep everyone moving together
E. No, definitely
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3. My ability to learn from the method of instruction used in this

class.....

A. is better than-the best class I have ever had

B. is definitely better than the average class,

C. is about the same as other classes I've had

D. isn't as good as most classes I've had

E. is among the worst classes I've had

`4. Would you prefer to take this class using a different method of

instruction?

A. Yes, definitely
B. Yes; I think so
C. I don't know
D. No, I don't think so
E. No, definitely

5. Are you able to understand your textbook, workbook and reference materia:

A. Yes, easily
B. Yes
C. Does not-apply to this class

D. No
E. No, not at all

6. Are you able to understand your learning/lab activitie

\AP-

A. Yes, easily
B. Yes
C. Does not apply to this class

D. No
'EN. No, not at all

7. Do ypu study the material for this class outside of your regularly

scheduled class time?

A. Yes, usually more than one hour per day

B. Yes, usually up to one hour per day

C. Yes, but only sometimes
D. No, rarely
E. No, never. I do all of my work in class.

8. If for some reason you miss this class, will you have work to make up?

A. Yes, always
B. Yes,. sometimes
C. I don't know
D. No, rarely
E. No, never
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9. How interested were youin the occupation for which you are now
training when you entered this program?

A.
B.

Very interested it's what I wanted
Interested; I thdught I would like
tried

to do for a living
it more'than most things I've

C. ) Mildly interested; I thought it would be O.K.
D. /Slightlyinterested; there wcro othere things,I would rather haVe

been learning
E. Not interested at all

10.' Now that you have studied for this occupational area, how interested
are you?

A.'
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very interested; it's what
Interested; I think : like
Mildly interested; I think
Slightly interested; there
Not interested at all

I want to N for a living
it more than most things I've tried
it will be O.K.
are other things I would rather be learning

11. Is the method of instruction used
the

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

students?

Yes, definitely
Yes, most of the time
I don't know
No, not much of the time
No, definitely

12. The following best

A.
B.
C. .

D.
E.

in this class fair to and honest with

describes yoUr instructor's availability:

Excellent; he is always available when I need him
Good; he is usually available when I need him
Fair; he is available only some of the times I.need him.
Poor; he is rarely available when I need him
Very poor; he is never available when I need him

3..1: Is the material for this class well prepared and organized?

A. Yes,,always
B. Yes, usually
C. I don't know
D. No, seldom
E. No, never

14. Is the material for this class present&I

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

Yes, definitely
Yes, for= the most part
I don't know
No, the presentations
No, the presentations

clearly?

are a little confusing
are very confusing
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15. To what degree does your instructor give you personal attention and
individual help?

A. He gives all the attention and help I need
B- He gives most of the attention and help I need
C. He gives me some attention and help
D. He rarely gives enough attention and help
E. He never gives any personal attention and help

16. Do you enjoy the method of instruction used in this class?

A. Yes, definitely
B. Yes, generally
C. It's O.K.
D. Not very much
E. No, definitely

17. The facilities and eguipmefit used in this class are':

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Fair
D. Poor
E. Very poor

18. How important do you feel this particular class was to your eventual
career goal?

A. Very important; I feel this class was a necessary part of my
education

B. Important; I feel this class will help me in my career
C. I don't know
D. Not very important; I don't think it will prove to be of much value

in my career
E. Unimportant; I feel the class was a waste of time and will be of no

value to me in my career

19. Do you feel that you have mastered the. material contained,in'this class?

A. YeL, definitely
B. Yes, to some degree
C. I don't know
D. No, not to the degree that.I would have liked
E. No, definitely

20. Were the goals and objectives of this coure clearly defined at the
beginning?

A. Yes, definitely
B. Yes, to some degree
C. I don't know
D. No, the goals and objectives were somewhat unclear from the beginning

E. No, definitely

/6' s3
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21. At this point in time do you feel prepared and confident enough to go
out in. the field and perform the job for which you were 't:cained? ,

A. Yes, definitely
B. Yes, for the most part

I don't know
D. No; I feel that I need more training in this field before I could

perform well at a job
E. No; I feel very unprepared and lack the confidence Ineed to perform

at a job in the field

22. Knowing what you knOw nor, if you had a chance to go back in time would
you re-enroll in yourprIsent program of study?

'A. Yes, definitely
B. Probably
C. I don't know
D. 'Unlikely
E. No, definitely

23. Would you recommend this program of study to a good friend?

A. Yes, definitely
B. Probably
C. I don't know
D. Unlikely
E. No, definitely

24. Knowing what you.know now, if you had a chance to go back in time would
you re- enroll at Kirkwood?

A. Yes, definitely
B. Probably
C. I don't know
D, Unlikely
E. No, definitely

25. If you answered Question #24 with a D or an E, what changes in Kirkwood
would change your answer.to an A or B?

-

26. If and when yod must make up work for a class that you have missed,in
what manner do you make up the work? (For example, extra class time,
written work, etc.)
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27. List 'any changes you think would improve the method of instruction used
Lfi this class.

ti

28'. List the strog points regarding the method of instruction currently
used in this class.

r.1)
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KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
6301 Kirkwood Blvd. S.W.

Cedar Rapids. Iowa 52406

The pulpose.uf this queStionnaire is to measure your general attitudes and feelings.
Below are pairs of words; each pair Contains two words that have opposite meanings.
Between the words are 7 spaces. If you feel strongly that one of the words in the pair
represents your feelings. mark the rectangle closest to that word. Mark the rectangle
moving towards the center of the page as the word decreases in describing your
feelings. If you feel neutral regarding a pair of words, the middle rectangle should be
marked.
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NAME

ADDRESS

1977-78 V0 -TECH ANALYSIS

1 YR.. GRADS

CONFIDENTIAL

EMPLOYED AT
(Employer's Name)

LENGTH OF TIME AT PRESENT JOB

(Employer's Address)

,1977 GRADUATE OF KIRKWOOD PROGRAM

How would you rank your overall technical skill abilities as they aid you in the

performance of your present job?

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Acceptable
D. Poor
E. Of no value

771

...

2. Howwould you rank your overall human relation abilities as they aid you in the

performance of your present job?

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Acceptable
D. Poor
E. Of no value:

3. How well prepared do you feel to handle new problems or situations that arise in

the performance of your job?

A. Very well prepared
B. Adequately prepared
C. Somewhat prepared
D. Inadequately prepared
E. Very ill-prepared

4. What would you Say your chances are of being promoted to the next level in your

present area of employment?

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Not applicable
D. Fair
E. Poor
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5. What are xour chances of receiving a salary increase in recognition of your
abilitiest

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Not applicable
D. Fair
E. Poor

6. What deficient knowledge, stills and/or attitudes should your schooling at
Kirkwood Community College have prorided?

7. If you are employed full-time, what is your present yearly salary? Is it
between .$4,000 and $6,000? If so, choose the appropriate category. If
not, go to Item 8.

A. $4,000 Or under
B. $4,001 to\4,500
C. $4,501 to 5,000
D. $5,001 to 5,500
E. $5,501 to 6,000

8. If you are employed full-time and your salary is between $6,001 and $8,500,
please choose the appropriate category. If not, go to Item 9.

A. $6,001 to
B. $6,501 to 7,000
C. $7,001 to 7,500 ...

M. $7,501 to 8,000
' E. $8,001 to 8,500

9. If you are employed full-time and your salary is between $8,501 to $11,000,
please choose the appropriate category. If not, go to Item 10.

A. $8,501 1b 9,000
B. $9,001 to 9,500
C. $9,501 to 10;000
D. $10,001 to 10,500
E. $10,501 to 11,000 a
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10. If you are employed full-time and your salary is between $11,001 to $13,500.
please choose the appropriate category. If not, go to Item 11.

A. $11,001 to 11,500
B. $11,501'to 12,000
C. $12;001 to 12500
D. $12,501 to,13,000
E. $13.,001 to 13,500

11. If you are employed full-time and your salary is between $13,501 to $15,501
and over, please choose the appropriate category.

A. $13,501 to 14,000
B. $14,001 to 14,500
C. $14,501 to 15,000
D. $15,001 to 15,500
E. $15,501 and up

12. If you are employed part-time, what is your present hourly rate?

A. $2.65 or under
B. $2.65 to 3.00
C. $3.01 to 3.50
D. $3.51 to 4.00
E. $4.00 and over

13. If you are employed part-time, on the average how many hours a week do you work?

A. 10 or less
B. 10 - 20
C. 20 - 30
D. 30 - 40
E. 40 or more



'EKPLOYEE'S NAME

1977-78 VO-TECH ANALYSIS

EMPLOYER SURVEY

CONFIDENTIAL

1. How would you rank this employee's overall technical skill abilities as they
aid him/her in the performance of his/her job?

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Acceptable
D. Poor
E. Of no value

11.

2. How would you rank this e.mployee's human relations abilities as they aid him/her

in the performance of his/her job?

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Acceptable
D. Poor /..

E. Of no value

. How well prepared do you feel tkls employee is to handle new problems or situations'

that arise in the performance of his /her job?

A. Very well prepared
B. Adequately prepai'd
C. Somewhat prepared
D. Inadequately prtpared
E. Very ill - prepared

4. What would you say his/her chances are of being proMoted to the next level in

his/her present area of employment?

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Not applicable
D. Fair
E. Poor

5.' What are his/her chances of receiving a salary increase in recognition of his/her,

abilities?

A, Excellent
B. Good
C. Not applicable
D. Fair
E. Poor
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6. If he/she is employed full-time, is his/her yearly salary
between $4,000

and $6,000? If so, choose the appropriate category. If not, go to Item /.

A. $4,000 or under
8. $4,001 to $4,500

C. $4,501 to $5,000

D. $5,001 to $5,500

E. $5,501 to $6,000

7. If he/she is employed full-time and his/her salary is between $6,000 and $8,500

please choose the appropriate category. If not, go to Item 8.

A. $6,001 to $6300
B. . $6,501 to $7,000

C. $7,001 to $7,500

D. $7,501 to $8,000
E. $8,001 to $8,500

8. If he /she is employed full-time and his/her salary is between $8,501 and $11,000,

please choose the appropriate category. If not, go to Item 9.

A. $8,501 to $9,000

B. $9,001 to $9,500

$9;501 to $10,000

D. $10,001 to $10,500

E. $10,501 to $11,000

If he/she is employed full-time and his/her salary is between $11,001 to $13,500,

please choose the appropriate category. If not, go to Item 10.

A: $11,001 to $11,500

B. $11,501 to $12,000

C. $12,001 to $12,500

D. $12,501 to $13,000

E. $13,001 to $13,500

it). If he/she is employed full-time and his/her salary is between $13,501 to $15,501

and over, please choose the appropriate category.

A. $13,501 to $14,000

B. $14,001 to $14,500

C. $14,501 to $15000

D. '415,501 and up

11. If he/she is employed part-time, what is his/her presently hourly rate?

A. $2.65 or under

B. $2.66 to $3.00

C. $3.01 tc $3.50

D. $3.51 to $4.00

E. $4.01 and over

12. If he/she is employed part-time, on the average how many hours does he/she

work?

A. 10 or less

B. 10 - 20

C. 20 - 30
D. 30 - 40

E. 4U or more
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13. What deficient knowledge, skills and/or attitudes of this employee should
his/her schooling at Kirkwood Community College have provided?



1977-78 VO-TECH ANALYSIS

5 YR. GRADS

NAME OF VOCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR 1972-73

. EMPLOYED AT
(Name of Employer)

(Address)

1. Have you sought employment in the occupational area for which you were trained?

Yes
No

la. If "No", please indicate reason(s):

a. Sought employment in another occupational area

b. Entered another school
c. I am a housewife (or house-husband)
d. Physical or other handicap
e. I am not interested in a job
f. I entered the military service
g. I only wanted to work part-time
h.. Other (please specify)

2. Since you left the program, have you enrolled in any additional educational programs?

Yes
No

2a., If "Yes", check purpose of the program:

a. Program for personal growth and satisfaction

b; Program to assist you onyour job
c. Program to prepare you for another occupation

d. College degree program

. What is your current employthent status?

a. Employed full-time
b. EMployed part-time
c. Unemployed, but looking for work

d. Unemployed, and not looking for work

e. In the military service
f. Full-time student

o
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4. If you are employed full-time, what is your present (or most recent)salary
range?

4,000 or under 7,501
4,001 to 4,500 8,001
4;501to 5,000 8,501
5,001 to 5,500-- 9,001
5,501 to 6,000 9,501
6,001 to 6,500 10,001
6,501 to 7,000 10,501
7,001 to 7,500 11,001

to 8,000
to 8,500
to 9,000
to 9,500
to 10,000
to 10,500
to 11,000
to 11,500

5a. If you are employed part-time, what is your hourly rate?

5b. On the average, how many hours per week do you work?

11,501 to 12,000_
12,001 to 12,500
12,501 to 13,000,
13,001 to 13,500
13,501 to 14,000
14,001 to 14,500
14,501 to 15,000_
15,001 to 15,500
15,501 and up

6. How satisfactory was this vocational training as it.aids you in the performance
of your job?

a. Very satisfactory
b. Satisfactory
c. My vocational training does not apply to my present job
d. Unsatisfactory
e. Very unsatisfactory

7. How important was this educational experience in obtaining your present full-time
job?

a. The traLning was a requirement for the job
b. The was a factor in my employer's selection of me for the job
c. The training has no relationship to this type of work
d. The training was of little value in obtaining my present job
e. The,training was of no value in obtaining my present job

0



VIDEOTAPE EVALUATION

This evaluation instrument is designed to improve the quality of instruction.
Familiari7.e yourself with the questions and possible responses by reading
this form in its entirety before viewing and evaluating the videotape.

Videotape # Title

Rate the following questions as they apply to YOU. Please circle the most
appropriate response, with 5 being the highest rating down to 1 being the
lowest rating: If a question does not apply to the videotape you are eval-
uating--circle NA for Not Applicable.

excellent poOr

1. Was the T.V. picture clear? 5 4 3 2 1 NA

excellent poor

2. Was the sound pleasant, clear and understand- .. 5 4 3 2 1 NA

able?

excellent poor

3. Was the speed of the voice easy to follow 5 4 3 2 1 NA

at all times?

excellent poor

4. Did the length of the videotape adequately 5 4 3 2 1 NA
cover the material--neither too long nor
too.short?

excellent poor

5. Were you able to adequately see everything 5 4 3. 2 1 NA

which the videotape tried to show?

clear ,unclear

6. Were the learning outcomes or objectives 5 4 2 1 NA

of the videotape clear to you?

covered--not covered.

. Did the videotape adequately and completely.... 5. 4, 3 2 1 NA
cover its stated objectives or learning out-
comes?

nelpful--nOt helpful

8. Were the materials or worksheets to go with 4 3 2 j NA

the videotape meaningful and helpful?

relate----not relate

9Did the videotape relate. to the course.objec- 5. 4 _3 2 1 NA

tives or learning outcomes?



VIDEOTAPE EVALUATION
Page 2

10. Were you able to view the videotape whenever yes no
you needed to?

11. If you have or are going to view this videotape more than once, why?

12. What do you like about learning from videotape assisted instruction?

13. What do you dislike about learning from videotape assisted instruction?

14. Any additional comments:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR EVALUATION.



KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SPOT

This form was designed to provide feedback to the instructor and/or staff on selected
aspects of instruction or program outcome. Your response should reflect your individual

, perceptions. Below are a series of statements Which may or may not be consistent with
your experience of this course, program or instructor. Consider each item separately.
First decide whether you generally agree or disagree with the statement; then indicate
the strength of agreement or disagreement by marking the appropriate space. Please

use a pencil."

NAME: IDENT:
DATE:

NOTE: RESPOW2E POSITIONS ARE ARRANGED FROM STRONGLY TO
SLIGHTLY FOR BOTH AGREE AND DISAGREE I

Course difficulty was appropriate for mu
background

Course organization assisted me in learning

I learned basic terms in this area
I was encouraged to apPiu knoWledge and skills in new

. situations
Course objectiveS helped me understand main
emphases

I was encouraged to learn on mw own
The course reauired An appropriate amount of work far
the credit 'earned

Course objectives helped me organize mu studying

The pace of the course met Mw needs
Course content clarified technictues I was expected to
develop
Gradeswere based on a fair balance-Of reQuirements
and content

Exams reflected the emphases of class
Presentations
Exams covered material on which I expected to be
tested

Assignments contributed to mu learning

Discussion was Helpful to my learning
The textbook was helpful for mu understanding of this

course
Visual aids (overhead/slides/blackboard, etc.)
contributed to mw learning
Help was available to me outside of class if I had
Questions

Mu knowledge and skills were increased

I learned _taitia_iaa....44c. to evAluatp

1. 1 2 1 1

4. 1 2 .1 4 !4

0 2. 1 3

5, 1 .4 4. 4. h 6.1

.1 t 4.

IDENTIFICATION NO.

1

0 I

I 1

AGREE 1. DISAGREE

. L., 1 ,-
_,

_, > _,
.., :"-f

-I
7 't ,

m '" rr ,Z / e r
cc 0

'i
..? 1

:D
,,

C.
.7 .17 I., Ln ... 7

Z <
cc

AGREE DiSArdiFF

7



Program

Related Occupations

Evaluator

=
.

x

z
w

QMathematical
Give an example of each skill as it applies to your 2t.

program, Attach en extra sheet if necessary.

Operation Designate at what point in

the program the student

should develop the skill'

(at entry, during the 1st

quarter,.2nd quarter, etc.).

,

1. Ability to add, subtract,

multiply, and divide whole

numbers

.

.

2. Skill in reading and writing

decimals

,

3. Ability to add, subtract,

multiply, and divide decimals

IIIMmlilmmoml

4. Skill in rounding off decimals

and wholenumbers'

AMOW

.

5. Ability to add, subtract,

multiply, and divide fractions,

..,,..,....,,_;_,...

,

.

6. Skill in reducing fractioni

to lowest terms, chuging

fractions to equivalent frac-

tions, and comparing fractions

EMMINIMMIWV.

.................. ......m.

411,4101MUMIIMI011011MIIMAINIMEMINIVAIMIIIMIIIM

7. Skill in finding percent of a

number and what, percent one

number is of another

II IR III ilt N in el S

.

,

.

119
........___ ._

...ii ii, ', In 0 NI .1111
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.

8. Skill in changing percents to
common fractions and changing
fractions to percent

. 4
,

9. An understanding of sets, and
the properties of sets

10. Addition, subtraction, multi -
plication, and division of
negative numbers

...

H.' Ability to change fractions to
decimals and decimals to frac-
tions

12. Utilization of.monetary math-.
. ematics

13. .Ability to compute interest

14. Ability to apply mathematics
to time

15. Ability to use xatios and'
proportions

16. Ability to read and dri*.graphs
and charts

. ,

17. Ability to use formulas
.

18. Knowledge. of Pythagorean
.theorem

.

/ q..i)

,

,



19. An understanding of exponential.
notation

20Akill in finding square roots
or cube roots -

21. Ability to use trigonometric
functions- sine, cosine, tangen.
etc.

. .

22. Knowledge of the Metric System
including weights, volume, and
length

23. Knowledge of English System
including weights, voluMe, and
length ,

24. Ability to change from the
English System to the Metric
System and vice versa

0

25.- Ability to measure length,
volume, or weight

26. Ability to compute volumes

27.- Ability tocompute area
.

,....--..

28.. A knowledge of logarithms and
, their use

.

29. Ability to use algebraic equa-
tions wit11 one variable

,



-4-

30. Ability to use algebraic equa-
tions with two or more variables

. 4
31. Ability to translate a word

problem into an algebraic ex-
pression

.

32. An understanding of different
base systems

'

33. Ability to translate Roman
numerals into Arabic numerals
and vice versa

34..-Skill in '.using the slide rule

.,
35. Skill in using calculators

...
.

36. Ability to compute averages

, 37. An understanding of statistical
terminology- correlation, T-
scores, etc.

--...

38. An understanding of various
types of statistical distrib-
utions

______



EVALUATION OF STUDENT ATTITUDE

The. Osgood attitude survey was administered to Personal Achieve-

ment Reading students during six quarters of the 1976-78 school

years. An explanation of the instrument and the collected data

follows.

Instrument

The Osgood attitude survey is made up of pairs of opposite words

with seven blank spaces between each pair. Students are asked to

check the space that reflects the strength of their attitude about

reading in relation to the given pair of words. The student reads

(or has read to her/him) the following directions:

Dear Student,

The purpose of this questionnaire is to measure
your general attitudes and feelings toward reading. On

the following page are' twenty-one (21) pairs of words;
each pair contains two words that have opposite meanings.
Between the words of each pair are seven (7) spaces. If

you feel strongly that one of the words in the pair des-
cribes reading, place an "x" in the space closest to
that word. If you feel that one word in the pair des-
cribes reading somewhat, but not strongly, place an "x"
in the second or third space from the word. If you feel
neutral regarding a pair of words, or if you feel they do
not apply to reading at all, the "x" should be placed in
the middle space.

Please work at a fairly high rate of speed through
this questionnaire. Do not worry or puzzle over indiv-
idual items and do not try to remember how you checked
previous items. Remember, it is your first, but honest
:mpres;ion that is important.

Thank you for your cooperation.

A copy of the survey has been included.

APPENDIX I



READING

discouraging . . inspiring

beneficial . : . unhelpful

enjoyable . : . unpleasurable

unfair . . : . fair

hard . . : easy

lively . . : : sluggish

dull . . : : interesting

understandable .

.

.

.

. confusing

tense .
. : . relaxed

organized .
. : . chaotic

monotonous . . . . stimulating

rewarding
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

. frustrating

fast - moving : . .
. tedious

irrelevant : : . relevant

unpleasant . . . . pleasant

,simple . .

.

. difficult

boring : : . . challenging

good : . : bad

(

unfulfilling : .

.

. .

.
. s!elf-satisfying

unnecessary
.

.

.

. necessary

worthwhile . . valueless



The 21 pairs of words assess five concepts: 1) the value of

reading, 2) the satisfaction derived from reading, 3) the pleasur-

ability of reading, 4) the interest in what is read, and 5) the

difficulty of the reading task.

Administration

This survey is administered upon entry to Personal Achievement

reading and again upon exit from the program to assess change in

attitude. (A student taking one quarter of F.A. reading would be

given the assessment at the beginning and end of, the quarter. If

a student takes three quarters of P.A. reading she/he would be

given the Osgood at the beginning of the first quarter and at the

end of the third.)

Population

Ninety-eight students who were given the Osgood survey com-

dieted and exited from P.A. reading during the six quarters. At

entrance to and exit from the program, these students were given

the Osgood attitude inventory. The only control was that all

students were enrolled in P.A. reading.

Method of Tabulation

For each respondent the average response was tabulated for each

concept assessed. (Responses were numbered from 1-7 with 7 being

the most positive response.) The total of these: individual aver-

ages was itself averaged to produce the pre and post figures stated

I

later in this report. On the following pages are the specific pairs

of words that assess each concept, the average pre and post responses

and the degree to which the pre and post responses differ.



Concept #1 - Value of reading

beneficial- unhelpful

irrelevant - relevant

unnecessary - necessari

Worthwhile valueless

Concept #2 Satisfaction derived from reading

discouraging inspiring

rewarding frustrating

unfulfilling self-satisfying

Concept #3 Pleasurability of reading

enjoyable unpleasurable

fair - unfair

unpleasant pleasant

good bad

Concept #4 Interest in what's read

lively sluggish

dull interesting

tense relaxed

monotonous stimulating

fast-moving tedious

boring - challenging

Concept #5 Difficulty of Reading

hard easy

understandable confusing

organized chaotic

simple - difficult



Value of Reading

Satisfaction from Reading

Pleasurability of Reading

Interest In What's Read

Difficulty

k.0

1.1

a)

4.)

3

N
N

r1
r1

geipost dif. pre/post dif, pre/post dif, pre/post dif. pre/post dif. pre/post dif.

5.1/5.6 + .2 5.8/6.7 +.9 6.1/6.3 + .2 4.1/5.7 +1.7 5.9/6.2 + .3. 6.3/6.4 +.1

.9/5.7 + .8 5.6/6.4 +.8 5.4/6.3 + .9 4.4/5.5 +1.1 5.2/5.3 + .1 5.3/5.9 +.6

.8/5.9 +1.1 5.7/6.4 +.7 5.4/6.1 + .7 4.7/5.7 +1.1 5.3/6.7 +1.4 5.7/6.1 +.1

.4/5.1 +1.7 5.2/5.9 +.7 5.0/5.6 + .6 4.2/4.8 + .6 4.5/5.2 + .7 5.3/5.5 +.2

.7/4.9 +1.2 4.4/5.3 +.9 4.1/5.3 +1.2 3.9/4.7 + .8 3.9/5.1 +1.2 4.2/4.7 +.5

Total Averages

Value of Reading 5.5/6.2

SatiSfaction of Reading 5.1/5,5

,Pleasurability of Redding 5A/6.1

Interest In What's Read 4.6/5.3

Difficulty of Reading 4.0/5.0



CBE DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST.

PROGRAM

DEPT. HEAD

COMPLETED

PROJECTED
COMPLETION DATE MAJOR STEPS TO COMPLETE

[=1
Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

'Date

Date

Develop Job Descriptions

Identify Program Competencies

Determine What Competencies
Are Emphasized In Which Courses

List Course Level Terminal Per-
Date formance Outcomes (TPO'S)

Date

e

E

Date,

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

_

Date

Develop. Unit "Spec" Sheets For
Attaining TPO'S

Develop, Adapt, Or Adopt Grad-
ing And Recording Format(s)

Develop Unit/Course Content
And Materials

All Parties Affected By The
New Curriculum Reach Reason-
able Consensus On Its Operation

Approval To Begin frograTAI'Given*

44.4. nnt annlv to all programs' APPENDIX J



CBE DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST (page'2)

PROGRAM

DEPT. HEAD

COMPLETED
PROJECTED

COMPLETION DATE MAJOR ',CEPS TO COMPLETE

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date

DGte

Date

Implementation Of CBE Curricu-
lum Begun

Program Analysis Conducted

Report Documenting Results Of
Program Analysis Written

Program Revised Where Indicated
By Program Analysis Report



MATH
SELF RATING

Likes and Dislikes

I enjoy playing number games

I like putting puzzles together

I enjoy working with figures

I enjoy mechanical drawing

I look forward to enrolling in college math courses

I like to measure exactly before hangin3 a picture

I like to figure out math problems

TOTAL

YES NO

SELF RATING

Abilities

I am generally a good math student

I took, two full years of high school algebra

I understandemetric theorems

I routinely balance my.checkbook

I.usually get the correct answer\nn a math problem the
first time

I remember telephone numbers well .

I-make a budget for my spending money

I do arithmetic (add, subtract, multiply, .divide, etc.)
well

TOTAL



SELF RATING

High School Or GED

I made a B or better in,the courses listed below

1. Algebra I

2. Algebra II

3. Geometry

4. General Math

5. Other Math course

Multiply Total Yeses x

OR

YES NO

I scored 46 or higher on GED Math Test

Multiply Yes x 3

TOTAL

GRAND
TOTAL



SELF ASSESSMENT & COURSE SELECTION

Kirkwood Community College

READING

SELF RATING .

Likes and Dislikes

I like to'read'short stories/novels

I would rather read the news than watch it on TV

I enjoy visiting the libiary

I prefer written directions to oral ones

When I read magazines (such as Sports Illus ated,
Time, Ebony, Ladies Home Journal), I actually
..read one,or more complete articles, rather than
scanning and reading picture captions

I would enjoy working on the schOol annual or
newspaper

I would like to work in .a library

I prefer reading descriptions of people to looking
at pictures of people

TOTAL

YES NO

SELF RATING

Abilities

I remember what I read

I can talk about what'I read

'I am a fast reader

I usually understand what I read the first time I
read it

YES NO



I did well in high school courses requiring
reading (like literature, history)

I have read at least three complete booksduring the
last year

I usually don't have to read directions twice to
fully understand them

I'read some articles in the newspaper almost
. every day

TOTAL

"YES NO

SELF RATING

High Schdo]. Or GED

I made a B or better in the courses listed below.

1. Freshman English (9th grade)

2. Sophomore English (10th grade)

3. Literature'

4. Government

5. Advanced Placement English or College Prep.

Multiply Total yeses x 2

OR

YES NO

I scored 46 or higher on 'the GED Literature test.

Multiply yes x 3

TOTAL GRAND
TOTAL



WRITING

SELF RATING

Likes and Dislikes

I like to work crossword puzzles

I have written a play or short story, or poetry,
or_ letters because I enjoyed it

I' would like to be e part of a creative wrthng
club

I enjoy group discussions, buzz sessions, and/or
brainstorming

It is easy for me to see mistakes in the writing
and speech of others

I.eajoy writing creatively

I can follow the plot of a novel or drama without
difficulty

I enjoy symbolism, characterization, and motives'
in literature

TOTAL

YES NO

SELF RATING

Abilities

I can recognize parts"of speedh (verbs,
prepositions, adjectives, etc.)

I can organize a paragraph and I understand such
things as proper beginning and ending of
paragraphs, key and supporting sentences,
transitions, etc.

I recognize the parts of a sentence (phrases,
clauses, subject, predicate, etc.)

I am able to follow directions better when I
hear them than when I read them.

YES NO



I have written for the school newspaper

I have written poetry or-short stories or a
biography

I am able to use reference material effectively

TOTAL

YES NO

SELF RATING

High Or GED

I made a B or better in the courses listed below.

4 .1. Creative Writing

2. Writing Elective

3. Business English

4. Journalism

5. Advanced Placement English

Multiply Total yeses x 2

OR

I scored 46 or higher on the GED English Test

Multiply Yes by 3

TOTAL Grand
Total



PERSONAL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY (READING)

SELF RATING CP SCORE
Appropriate Appropriate,

COURSE
RECOMMENDED

M=More
LLess

Box Box

Can probably do reading for
' such courses an Am. History,

22M .-Psy., Etc.
1-8

21 Effective Reading
I

20L PA .Reading

SELF

RATING
4,talyesm

TEST SCORE

CPR

20.

S.

Can reading for .

Such courses.as Am, History,
Psy., etc.

Effective Reading

L-4A'Reading

/ '

Can probably do reading4or such
%courses as Am. History; P7s3s.
vetc.

20M
16M

19 Effective Reading

MY COURSE SELECTION IS

18L

IN\

PA Reading



,SELF.

RATING
(total y s)

PERSONAL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY (WRITING)

SELF RATING COURSE
Appropriate RECOMMENDED
Box

TEST SCORE

CPW

1-8

19 15

16M

28M

25-
27

24L

25M

20L

21

19-

20

Comp. I

Effective Reading
then Comp. Tech.

PA Writing

Comp. I

Effective Teading
then Comp. Tech.

PA Writing

----- -Comp. I

Effective Reading
then Comp.. Tech.

MY COURSE SELECTION IS

PA Writing



.PERSONAL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY (MATH)

SELF RATING' Comp- Comp. .Alg. COURSE
Appropriate Alone E.Alg. Int.Alg. RECOMMENDED
Box

SELF RIITIN

erea yeses)

TEST SCORE

CPM.

E-15

16M

d 47i

30-

43M 46

24L 42L 30L

41M

37M
26-

40

.211, 36L 251,

31M
21

34

Int.Alg.

30L 20L

40.

MY COURSE SELECTION IS

PA Math

Int.Alg.

Beg.Alg.

PA Math

Int.Alg.

Beg.Alg.

PA Math'



MATERIALS FOR"

Rea
Math

IN THE

CONTENT AREAS

ciebiev00\

PERSONAL. ACHIEVEMENT DEPARTMENT

KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

IN COOPERATION WITH FIPSE GRANT

1110

Purpose of Materials
The purpose of the Personal Achievement materials is to provide basic math and reading

instruction for adults that relates to vocatioal areas of.study. By speaking to adult

interests, these materials should both show the relevency of math and reading skills

to specific vocational areas and provide an increased motivational factor for the

learner.

Explanation of Format

Math:
There are 7 math booklets, one each in the areas of agriculture, health occupations, en.

vironmental occupations, automotive, data processing, office education and percents.

Each booklet is divided into the basic skill areas required for that field. Most booklets

cover operations on kilc,f, fractions and decimals, ratio and proportion, percent and

then any special skills which are needed, Each skill area contains 5.10 word problems

dealing with the skill involved. The problems are area content related.

Reading:
The reading materials come in the form of booklets. Each booklet deals with various

aspects of a specific reading skill, and is divided into a number of individual objectives.

Each booklet also comes with a prelpost test to assess knowledge the student, may already

have, and to measurea mastery of eich objective in the booklet. Answer keys to the

booklets are of agriculture, auto repair, business, data processing, environmental studies,

and health occupations.



=nary of Packet Contents
VI

Reading:
Learning Word Parts

ol

The Learning Word Parts 1, -kets de& with identifying roots, prefixes, suffixes, compound words, and determining whether

a word is a noun, adverb, or adjective by looking at common word endings,

Finding Exact Meanings

Packets provide instruction in the use of dictionaries and glossaries. They inciude locating the appropriate section in a

dictionary where a word will be found, alphabetization, use of dictionary guide words, identifying parts of a dictionary

entry, use of a pronunciation, key, choosing the correct meaning of a word, and identifying sources other than the dictionary

to find the exact meaning of words.

Clues to Word Meaning

Packets deal with the skill of using the context to identify word meanings. Different types of contextual clues and referent

pronbuns are discussed,

Mastering Technical Vocabulary

Packets contain various study technique suggestions for acquiring and retaining technical vocabulary.

Reading A Manual and Following Directions

(This packet only available in the area of Agricultup.) Packet deals with thorough reading, reading diagrams, defining

directional and technical terms, noting sequence, identifying cautions in inanuals,,and identifying different manual parts.

Inference

(This packet only available in the area of Data Processing.) Packet deals with referent pronouns, literal statements, implied

information, and negatively constructed inferences.

Math:
The problems in the math booklets are practices of the various mathematical concepts. They are contentorienied to help

show the practicality of each concept, They are not meant to provide initial instruction in computational skills. Hopefully

these applied problems will be a motivator for the student.


